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YOU DON'T HAVE TO RIDE JIM CROW

Raymond O. Arsenault∗

You don’t have to ride Jim crow,
You don’t have to ride Jim crow,
Get on the bus, set any place,
’Cause Irene Morgan won her case,
You don’t have to ride Jim crow.

–1947 freedom song1

When Irene Morgan boarded a Greyhound bus in Hayes Store, Virginia, on July 16, 1944, she had no inkling of what was about to happen—no idea that her trip to Baltimore would alter the course of American history. The twenty-seven-year-old defense worker and mother of two had more mundane things on her mind. It was a sweltering morning in the Virginia Tidewater, and she was anxious to get home to her husband, a stevedore who
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worked on the docks of Baltimore’s bustling inner harbor. Earlier in the summer, after suffering a miscarriage, she had taken her two young children for an extended visit to her mother’s house in the remote countryside near Hayes Store, a crossroads hamlet in the Tidewater lowlands of Gloucester County. Now she was going back to Baltimore for a doctor’s appointment and perhaps a clean bill of health that would allow her to resume work at the Martin bomber plant where she helped build B-26 Marauders. The restful stay in Gloucester—where her mother’s family had lived and worked since the early nineteenth century, and where she had visited many times since childhood—had restored some of her physical strength and renewed a cherished family bond. But it had also confirmed the stark realities of a rural folk culture shouldering the burdens of three centuries of plantation life. Despite Gloucester’s proximity to Hampton Roads and Norfolk, the war had brought surprisingly few changes to the area, most of which remained mired in suffocating poverty and a rigid caste system.

As Irene Morgan knew all too well, Baltimore had its own problems related to race and class. Still, she could not help feeling fortunate to live in a community where it was relatively common for people of “color” to own homes and businesses, to vote on election day, to attend high school or college, and to aspire to middle-class respectability. Despite humble beginnings, Irene herself had experienced a tantalizing measure of upward mobility. The sixth of nine children, she had grown up in a working-class black family that had encountered more hardships than luxuries. Her father, an itinerant house painter and day laborer, had done his best to provide for the family, but the difficulty of finding steady work in a depression-ravaged and racially segregated city had nearly broken him, testing his faith as a devout Seventh-Day Adventist. Although a strong-willed mother managed to keep the family together, even after one of her daughters came down with tuberculosis, hard realities had forced Irene and several of her brothers and sisters to drop out of high school long before graduation. As a teenager, she worked long hours as a laundress, maid, and babysitter. Yet she never allowed her difficult economic circumstances, or her circumscribed status as a black female, to impinge on her sense of self worth and dignity. Bright and self-assured, with a strong sense of right and wrong, she was determined to make her
way in the world, despite the very real obstacles of prejudice and discrimination. As a young wife and mother preoccupied with her family, she had not yet found the time to join the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP) or any other organization dedicated to racial uplift. But in many ways she exemplified the “New Negro” that the NAACP had been touting since the 1930s. Part of a swelling movement for human dignity and racial equality, she was ready and willing to stand up—or, if need be, sit down—for her rights as an American citizen. 2

The Greyhound from Norfolk was jammed that morning, especially in the back where several black passengers had no choice but to stand in the aisle. As the bus pulled away from the storefront, Morgan was still searching for an empty seat. When none materialized, she accepted the invitation of a young black woman who graciously offered her a lap to sit on. Later, when the bus arrived in Saluda, a county seat town twenty miles north of Hayes Store, she moved to a seat relinquished by a departing passenger. Although only three rows from the back, she found herself sitting directly in front of a white couple—an arrangement that violated Southern custom and a 1930 Virginia statute prohibiting racially mixed seating on public conveyances. Since she was not actually sitting next to a white person, Morgan did not think the driver would ask her to move. And perhaps he would not have

done so if two additional white passengers had not boarded the bus a few seconds after she sat down. Suddenly, the driver turned toward Morgan and her seat mate, a young black woman holding an infant, and barked: “You’ll have to get up and give your seats to these people.” The young woman with the baby complied immediately, scurrying into the aisle near the back of the bus. But Irene Morgan, perhaps forgetting where she was, suggested a compromise: she would be happy to exchange seats with a white passenger sitting behind her, she calmly explained, but she was too weak to stand for any length of time. Growing impatient, the driver repeated his order, this time with a barely controlled rage. Once again Morgan refused to give up her seat. As an uneasy murmur filled the bus, the driver shook his head in disgust and rushed down the steps to fetch the local sheriff.3

Irene Morgan’s impulsive act—like Rosa Parks’s more celebrated refusal to give up a seat on a Montgomery bus eleven years later—placed her in a difficult and dangerous position. In such situations, there were no mitigating circumstances, no conventions of humanity or even paternalism that might shield her from the full force of the law. To the driver and to the sheriff of Middlesex County, the fact that she was a woman and in ill health mattered little. Irene Morgan had challenged both the sanctity of segregation and the driver’s authority. She had disturbed the delicate balance of Southern racial etiquette, endangering a society that made white supremacy the cornerstone of social order.

The sheriff and his deputy showed no mercy as they dragged her out of the bus. Both men claimed that they resorted to force only after Morgan tore up the arrest warrant and threw it out the window. According to the deputy’s sworn testimony, the unruly young woman also kicked him three times in the leg. But Morgan herself later insisted that propriety and male pride prevented him from telling what really happened. “He touched me,” she recalled in a recent interview. “That’s when I kicked him in a very bad place. He hobbled off, and another one came on. He was trying to put his hands on me to get me off. I was going to bite him, but he was dirty, so I clawed him instead. I ripped his shirt. We were both pulling at each other. He said he’d use his nightstick. I said,

‘We’ll whip each other.’” In the end, it took both officers to subdue her, and when she complained that they were hurting her arms, the deputy shouted, “Wait till I get you to jail, I’ll beat your head with a stick.” Charged with resisting arrest and violating Virginia’s Jim Crow transit law, she spent the next seven hours slumped in the corner of a county jail cell. Late in the afternoon, after her mother posted a $500 bond, she was released by county authorities confident that they had made their point: no uppity Negro from Baltimore could flout the law in the Virginia Tidewater and get away with it.

As Morgan and her mother left the jail, Middlesex County officials had good reason to believe that they had seen the last of the feisty young woman from Baltimore. In their experience, any Negro with a lick of sense would do whatever was necessary to avoid a court appearance. If she knew what was good for her, she would hurry back to Maryland and stay there, even if it meant forfeiting a $500 bond. They had seen this calculus of survival operate on countless occasions, and they didn’t expect anything different from Morgan. What they did not anticipate was her determination to achieve simple justice. “I was just minding my own business,” she recalled many years later, “I’d paid my money. I was sitting where I was supposed to sit. And I wasn’t going to take it.” The incident in Saluda left her with physical wounds, but it did not diminish her sense of outrage or her burning desire for vindication. As she waited for her day in court, discussions with friends and relatives, some of whom belonged to the Baltimore branch of the NAACP, brought the significance of her challenge to Jim Crow into focus. Her personal saga was part of a larger story—an ever-widening struggle for civil rights and human dignity that promised to recast the nature of American democracy. Driven, as one family member put it, by “the pent-up bitterness of years of seeing the colored people pushed around,” she embraced the responsibility of bearing witness and confronting her oppressors in a court of law.4

4. Baltimore Afro-American, January 26, 1946; New York People’s Voice, June 15, 1946 (first quotation); Bacquie, Morgan, and Kirkaldy interviews; Morello, “The Freedom Rider a Nation Nearly Forgot,” (second and third quotations). According to Morgan’s brother-in-law, James Finney, Morgan’s mother, Ethel Amos, was a key supporter of her daughter’s fight for justice. “Irene’s mother deserves a lot of credit in this,” Finney told Virginia Gardner of the People’s Voice, “. . . her mother got to work and raised the money
On October 18, Morgan stood before Middlesex County Circuit Judge J. Douglas Mitchell and pleaded her case. Although she represented herself as best she could, arguing that Virginia’s segregation laws did not apply to interstate passengers, the outcome was never in doubt. Pleading guilty on the resisting arrest charge, she agreed to pay the $100 fine assessed by Judge Mitchell. The conviction on the segregation violation charge was, however, an altogether different matter. To Mitchell’s dismay, Morgan refused to pay the $10 fine and court costs, announcing her intention to appeal the second conviction to the Virginia Supreme Court. Adamant that she had been within her rights to challenge the driver’s order, she vowed to take her case all the way to Washington if necessary.5

Morgan’s appeal raised more than a few eyebrows in the capital city of Richmond, where it was no secret that the NAACP had been searching for suitable test cases that would challenge the constitutionality of the state’s Jim Crow transit law. Segregated transit was a special concern in Virginia, which served as a gateway for southbound bus and railway passengers. Crossing into the Old Dominion from the District of Columbia, which had no Jim Crow restrictions, or from Maryland which, unlike Virginia, limited its segregationist mandate to local and intrastate passengers, could be a jarring and bewildering experience for travelers unfamiliar with the complexities of border-state life. This was an old problem, dating back at least a half century. But the number of violations and interracial incidents involving interstate passengers had multiplied in recent years, especially since the outbreak of World War II. With the growing number of black soldiers and sailors and with the rising militancy of the Double V campaign, which sought twin victories over enemies abroad and racial discrimination at home, Virginia had become a legal and cultural battleground for black Americans willing to challenge the dictates of Jim Crow.

The struggle was by no means limited to the Virginia borderlands, of course. All across the South segregated buses, trains, and streetcars provided blacks with a daily reminder of their second class status. As early as 1908 a regional survey of the “color line” by the journalist Ray Stannard Baker had revealed that “no other point of race contact is so much and so bitterly discussed among Negroes as the Jim Crow car.” And this was still true thirty-six years later when Gunnar Myrdal, the author of the monumental 1944 study An American Dilemma: The Negro Problem and American Democracy, observed “that the Jim Crow car is resented more bitterly among Negroes than most other forms of segregation.” From Virginia to Texas—where Lieutenant Jackie Robinson faced a wartime court martial for refusing to move to the back of a bus—segregated transportation facilities, including terminal waiting rooms and lunch counters, remained an indelible though not uncontested fact of Southern life. During the early and mid-1940s, the NAACP received hundreds of complaints about the indignities of Jim Crow transit, and reports of individual challenges to the system were common throughout the black press.6

NAACP attorneys, both in Virginia and in the national office, knew all of this and did what they could to chip away at the legal foundations of Jim Crow transit. But they were frustrated by their inability to attract the attention of the United States Supreme Court. Plessy v. Ferguson, the cornerstone of the “separate but equal” doctrine that had sustained segregationist law since 1896, had validated a Louisiana segregated coach law.

---

through the years the Court had been reluctant to revisit the issue in any fundamental way. In 1910, with former Ku Klux Klansman Edward White of Louisiana serving as Chief Justice, the Court ruled in *Chiles v. Chesapeake and Ohio Railway* that state segregation laws could be applied to interstate passengers. Four years later, in *McCabe v. Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railroad*, the Court showed some openness to the argument that black travelers had a legal right to equal accommodations, citing the Equal Protection clause of the 14th Amendment and rejecting the railroad’s argument that the paucity of black travelers requesting Pullman sleeping berths justified the absence of black accommodations on Pullman cars. But this tantalizing decision only served to divert attention from the underlying reality of racial separation. According to Catherine Barnes, the leading historian of transit desegregation, for the next three decades “Southern blacks attempted only to equalize accommodations, not to undo segregation.”

During the 1920s and early 1930s, when conservative Republicans dominated the Court, few NAACP attorneys questioned this pragmatic strategy. But from the mid-1930s, the increasingly liberal “Roosevelt” Court encouraged a reformulation of the organization’s approach to the interrelated problems of racial discrimination and segregation, especially in cases involving segregated transit. In 1941, the campaign for equal travel accommodations finally brought a measure of victory in *Mitchell v. Arkansas*—a unanimous decision that affirmed Illinois congressman Arthur Mitchell’s claim to the same first-class service accorded white travelers. Thurgood Marshall, William Hastie, and other NAACP legal theorists were convinced that the practice of applying state laws to interstate passengers was especially vulnerable to legal challenge. Citing the Interstate Commerce Clause and *Hall v. DeCuir*—a long-forgotten 1877 decision that, ironically, had invalidated a state law prohibiting racial segregation among interstate steamboat passengers—they felt confident that they could persuade the Roosevelt Court to restrict legally mandated

---

segregation to intrastate passengers. This strategy called for a reversal of the 1910 *Chiles* decision, and allowed the NAACP to move forward without risking defeat by a premature reconsideration of *Plessy*. Since pushing the Court too fast or too far would almost certainly lead to a setback for the cause of civil rights, a careful and cautious selection of test cases was essential. To counter the inertial presumptions of law based on precedent, the NAACP needed the right defendant in the right place at the right time.\(^8\)

In 1942, the state legal committee of the Virginia NAACP, led by three Howard University-trained attorneys—Spottswood Robinson, Oliver Hill, and Martin A. Martin—began the search for a case that would bring the interstate issue before the Court. Working closely with Marshall and the national legal staff, the committee considered and rejected a number of potential clients before discovering Irene Morgan in the fall of 1944. Almost immediately, they sensed that this was the case and the defendant they needed. Not only was the basis of her conviction clear, but she also had the makings of an exemplary client. She was young, attractive, articulate, and, judging by her poised performance in Saluda, strong enough to withstand the pressures of a high-profile legal battle.\(^9\)

With Thurgood Marshall’s blessing, the Virginia NAACP filed a carefully-crafted appellate brief emphasizing the Interstate Commerce Clause and *Hall v. DeCuir*. But, as expected, the seven justices of the Virginia Supreme Court unanimously affirmed Morgan’s conviction. In a rambling sixteen-page opinion issued on June 6, 1945, the court upheld the constitutionality of the 1930

---


Jim Crow transit law, reiterating the wisdom and legality of segregating all passengers, regardless of their origin or destination. Speaking for the court, Justice Herbert Gregory did not deny that Hall v. DeCuir established a legal precedent for invoking the Commerce Clause as a barrier to state statutes that interfered with interstate commerce. But he summarily dismissed the NAACP’s claim that the 1930 law involved such interference. “Our conclusion,” he declared at the end of the opinion, “is that the statute challenged is a reasonable police regulation and applies to both intrastate and interstate passengers. It is not obnoxious to the commerce clause of the Constitution.”

Gregory’s forthright words were just what the NAACP wanted to hear. With a little help from the Virginia Supreme Court, Morgan v. Commonwealth of Virginia had become a near perfect test case. When the Virginia court denied the NAACP’s petition for a rehearing in September, Spot Robinson could hardly wait to file an appeal to the United States Supreme Court. In January 1946, the Court agreed to hear the case, and two months later Robinson joined Marshall and Hastie for the oral argument in Washington. Even though he was the NAACP’s leading authority on segregated transportation law, Robinson could not actually argue the case because he was not yet certified to appear before the Court. But during the argument he sat at the table with Marshall and Hastie. Although this was the first time that the NAACP had argued a segregated transit case in front of the Court, the organization’s talented team of attorneys made short work of Virginia Attorney General Abram Staples’s predictable arguments on behalf of the status quo. Focusing on the Virginia statute’s broad reach, they argued that forcibly segregating interstate passengers violated the commerce clause, infringed upon congressional authority, and threatened the nation’s tradition of free movement across state lines. Insisting that this misuse of state segregation laws placed an unnecessary and unconstitutional burden on individuals as well as interstate bus companies, the NAACP gave the Court a compelling rationale for overruling the Virginia court’s judicial and racial conservatism. “Today, we are just emerging from a war in which all of the people of the

United States were joined in a death struggle against the apostles of racism,” the NAACP brief reminded the justices. Surely it was time for the Court to declare that federal law no longer sanctioned “disruptive local practices bred of racial notions alien to our national ideals, and to the solemn undertakings of the community of civilized nations as well.”

Since this was essentially the same Court that had struck down the Texas “white primary” electoral system in the Smith v. Allwright decision of April 1944, NAACP leaders were cautiously optimistic. But in the unsettled atmosphere of postwar America, no one could be certain how the Court would rule—or how white Americans would respond to an NAACP victory over Jim Crow transit. 1946 had already brought a number of surprises, both bitter and sweet, ranging from the brutal repression of black veterans in Columbia, Tennessee, to the signing of Jackie Robinson by the Brooklyn Dodgers. Although change was in the air, it was not entirely clear which way the nation was headed on matters of race. Two years earlier, in the wake of the Texas decision, Marshall had urged delegates to the national NAACP convention to accelerate the pace of the movement for civil rights. “We must not be delayed by people who say, ‘The time is not ripe,’” he had declared, “nor should we proceed with caution for fear of destroying the status quo. People who deny us our civil rights should be brought to justice now.” It was in this spirit that he had encouraged his Virginia colleagues to file the Morgan appeal. But now, as he nervously awaited the Court’s ruling, he could not help wondering if he had acted precipitously. Adding to his nervousness was the knowledge that Staples, Virginia’s sharp-tongued attorney general, had never lost a case in nine appearances before the Court.


When the Supreme Court announced its decision on June 3, 1946, Marshall was both relieved and elated. With only one dissenting vote—that of Harold Burton, a former Republican Senator from Ohio appointed to the Court in 1945—the justices sustained Morgan’s appeal. In a carefully worded opinion delivered by Associate Justice Stanley Reed, a Kentucky Democrat who had spoken for the Court in *Smith v. Allwright*, six justices (in June 1946, the recent death of Chief Justice Harlan Fiske Stone and the assignment of Associate Justice Robert Jackson to the Nuremberg Trials had reduced the size of the Court to seven members) accepted the NAACP’s argument that segregating interstate passengers violated the spirit of the Interstate Commerce Clause. “As there is no Federal act dealing with the separation of races,” Reed explained, “we must decide the validity of this Virginia statute on the challenge that it interferes with commerce, as a matter of balance between exercise of the local police power and the need for National uniformity in the regulations for interstate travel. It seems clear to us that seating arrangements for the different races in interstate motor travel requires a single uniform rule to promote and protect national travel.”

The ruling affirmed the NAACP’s claim that the Virginia statute requiring segregation of interstate bus passengers was unconstitutional. But the opinion, cast in narrow terms, said nothing about intrastate passengers, its applicability to other means of conveyance such as railroads, or how and when desegregation of interstate buses might be implemented. And it offered

no clear sign that the Court was moving closer to an outright rejection of the *Plessy* doctrine of separate but equal. As a *Time* reporter put it, “This week seven nimble Justices ducked the racial question and settled everything on the basis of comfortable traveling.” None of this surprised Marshall and the other NAACP attorneys, who had maintained modest expectations throughout the *Morgan* proceedings. For the time being, they were satisfied that, in their first appearance before the Court on a segregated transit issue, pragmatic reasoning had given them a solid victory. In the aftermath of the decision, their greatest concern was not with the narrowness of the ruling but rather with the prospects of enforcement by Federal and state authorities. As with all legal controversies involving social mores or public behavior, the true value and meaning of the decision would depend on the reactions to it.13

On June 4, the *Morgan* decision was front-page news throughout the nation, and by the end of the day the NAACP’s national office was flooded with congratulatory telegrams. Many hailed the *Morgan* decision as a legal milestone comparable to *Smith v. Allwright*. But NAACP officials knew that praise from friends and allies, however welcome, was less important than the responses of editors, reporters, public officials, and bus company executives. Marshall and his colleagues hoped for the best, but no one was surprised when the press coverage followed racial, regional, and political lines, offering a wide range of explanation and speculation about the decision’s probable impact on segregated travel. In the black press, the headlines and stories tended to be expansive and even jubilant, suggesting that *Morgan* represented a landmark decision. In the major dailies of the Northeast, Midwest, and West, most of the coverage was favorable but restrained. In the white South, with few exceptions, editors and reporters downplayed the significance of the Court’s ruling. Anyone

---

13. *Morgan v. Virginia*, 328 U.S. 373 (1946); *Kluger, Simple Justice*, 236–238; *Klarman, From Jim Crow to Civil Rights: The Supreme Court and the Struggle for Racial Equality* (New York: Oxford University Press, 2004), 217, 220–224; “Question Ducked,” *Time* 47 (June 10, 1946): 23. *Barnes, Journey from Jim Crow*, 47, notes that “Chief Justice Harlan Fiske Stone had been prepared to dissent in *Morgan*. Because he died on April 22, 1946, before the decision was handed down, his views were not made public, but in conference, the Chief Justice had maintained that racial seating on buses was a predominantly local matter which the states could regulate.”
who scanned the pages of the Baltimore Afro-American, the New York Times, and the Birmingham Post-Herald, for example, would have come away with more questions than answers. Had the Court issued a minor legal clarification that would affect a few border-state travelers in northern Virginia? Or had it struck a major blow against Jim Crow? In the days and weeks following the decision, no one could be sure.14

In this atmosphere of confusion and conflicting signals, most politicians, North and South, laid low. Former Secretary of the Interior Harold Ickes and the ex-governor of New York, Herbert Lehman, lauded the decision; and Representative Adam Clayton Powell, Jr., a black Democrat representing Harlem, called Morgan “the most important step toward winning the peace at home since the conclusion of the war.” But the rest of the political establishment, from President Truman on down, had little or nothing to say about the Court’s ruling. Even in the Deep South, the political response was muted. One exception was Mississippi congressman Dan McGehee who insisted the decision proved that “the Supreme Court judges are a bunch of mediocre lawyers with no judicial training, and limited experience in the practice of the law.” In “taking away the rights of the States of this great republic to regulate the affairs within their borders,” he added, “they did so unmindful of the trouble and bloodshed that may be caused in the future.” Foreshadowing the attacks on Chief Justice Earl Warren following the 1954 Brown school desegregation decision, McGehee called for judicial impeachment proceedings “against each and every one of those who have handed down such decisions.”15

In the immediate aftermath of the Morgan decision, most of the public officials in a position to implement the ruling adopted a

14. Folder 1, box II-B190, NAACPP, contains numerous clippings, press releases, and congratulatory telegrams related to the Morgan decision. See also the clippings in reel 96, TIRRCF; and the Baltimore Afro-American, June 8-July 27, 1946.

15. “National Leaders Hail Supreme Court Decision on Jim Crow Buses,” press release, typescript, June 10, 1946; and Telegram, Adam Clayton Powell to Walter White, June 6, 1946 (quotation), both in folder 1, box II-B190, NAACPP; Baltimore Afro-American, June 15, 1946 (McGehee quotation). An editorial in the Washington Post, June 10, 1946, noted that Rep. Powell “had introduced a bill to abolish Jim Crow practices in interstate transportation a year and a half ago.” In the wake of the Brown decision, billboards calling for Warren’s impeachment were a common sight along the major highways of the Deep South.
wait-and-see attitude. Though clearly worried about the days ahead, NAACP leaders initially regarded this restraint as a hopeful sign. “Despite intemperate attacks . . . by a few professional southerners,” executive secretary Walter White announced on June 5, “we have indications [an] overwhelming majority of southerners will approve and abide by [the] decision.” As time passed, however, it became increasingly clear that the vast majority of Southern officials had no intention of facilitating the desegregation of interstate bus passengers. Stanley Winborne, North Carolina’s utilities commissioner, admitted that the “regrettable” decision would require bus companies to “halt the practice of Jim Crowing” on interstate runs. But officials in other parts of the South were not so sure. Speaking for the Louisiana Public Service Commission, Clayton Coleman vowed that segregation among intrastate passengers “will continue to be enforced” and that even among interstate passengers no racial mixing would be allowed until the Interstate Commerce Commission (ICC) validated the Morgan ruling. Alabama governor Chauncey Sparks castigated the decision as “fertilizer for the Ku Klux Klan” and as an unconstitutional interference with states’ “rights to conduct their internal affairs.” In Georgia, gubernatorial candidate Eugene Talmadge, one of Dixie’s most notorious racial demagogues, claimed that, regardless of the justices’ intentions, the ruling could be easily nullified. Under his plan, black passengers passing south through Georgia would “have to get off 50 feet from the Florida line and buy another ticket,” which he insisted “would make them intrastate passengers and outside the protection of the decision.” Mississippi governor Thomas Bailey expressed his defiance in simpler terms: “Segregation will continue down here. Neither the whites nor the Negroes want it any other way.”

Tentative and often conflicting responses of bus company executives compounded the confusion. In the wake of the decision, some companies promptly ordered the desegregation of interstate

---

16. Telegram, Walter White to a long list of political and civil rights leaders, June 5, 1946 (quotation), folder 1, box II-B190, NAACPP; Chicago Defender, June 15, 1946 (Winborne, Coleman, Sparks, and Bailey quotations); Baton Rouge State-Times, June 4, 1946; Baltimore Afro-American, June 15, 1946 (Talmadge quotation); Barnes, Journey From Jim Crow, 50–51. On Talmadge’s racial demagoguery, see William Anderson, The Wild Man from Sugar Creek: The Political Career of Eugene Talmadge (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 1975).
buses, others all but ignored the decision, and still others waffled. In several cases, desegregation orders were issued but later reversed after state officials pressured executives to maintain traditional arrangements. Since there were no counter-pressures from the Interstate Commerce Commission or the Justice Department, the sense of urgency and the likelihood of actual desegregation soon faded. By mid-summer, there were few signs of progress and a growing realization among civil rights advocates that the Morgan decision was a paper tiger. Strict segregation remained the norm on the vast majority of interstate buses, and the number of racial incidents related to interstate travel actually increased. Fueled by unmet expectations, complaints and misunderstandings multiplied, particularly in the Upper South. The result was bewilderment and frustration among interstate travelers, on buses—and on trains, where there was uncertainty about the ruling’s applicability.17

All of this left the NAACP in a legal and political bind. The initial trumpeting of the decision placed Marshall and his colleagues in an “awkward position,” according to the legal historian Mark Tushnet. Scaling down their expectations, “the legal staff had to urge Walter White to make it clear how limited the victory was,” something White did not want to do. By late-summer, NAACP attorneys had concluded that Justice Reed’s opinion was far more problematic than they had realized in the heady days immediately following the decision. As Tushnet has written, “Morgan cast doubt on Northern antidiscrimination statutes, which the NAACP surely could not have welcomed. And, by apparently leaving decisions about passenger seating to carriers themselves, Morgan drew the NAACP in the direction of attempting to devise a constitutional challenge to decisions by private operators of buses rather than decisions by state legislatures.”

In other words, the decision lost most of its meaning when the primary defense of segregation no longer involved “state-action,” the activating principle of the Fourteenth Amendment. Marshall, Robert Carter, and other NAACP legal theorists tried

to devise a new strategy that would attack privately-enforced segregation, but their deliberations proved unsuccessful. As Carter later confessed, they didn’t “know just how to proceed in this type of situation.” In the end, they retreated to a political strategy of lobbying Congress for legislation outlawing private discrimination and of applying “extra-legal . . . pressures to get the carriers to abolish their private rules and regulations requiring segregation of the races.” What this really meant, of course, was that the end of Jim Crow travel was nowhere in sight.\(^\text{18}\)

Immediately following the Morgan decision, the NAACP’s victorious legal strategy drew praise from a wide variety of civil rights activists, including Morgan herself. Having left Baltimore for New York City, where she found work as a practical nurse, Morgan expressed confidence that the Court’s decision would “abolish jim crow for northerners going south.” “Jim-crow tension has been removed by the edict,” she proclaimed, “and the insult and degradation to colored people is gone.” Unfortunately, the situation looked much different two months later. Segregated transit, with all its insults and degradation, remained firmly in place; Morgan herself was all but forgotten; and the leadership of the NAACP was ready to move on to new challenges. Despite their disappointment, Marshall and his colleagues were not about to let the Morgan case disrupt their long-term plan to dismantle the legal structure of Jim Crow. After more than a decade of careful legal maneuvering, they remained committed to a patient struggle based on the belief that American constitutional law provided the only viable means of achieving civil rights and racial equality. Confident that they were slowly but surely weakening the legal foundations of prejudice and discrimination, they were determined to press on in the courts.\(^\text{19}\)

\(^{18}\) Tushnet, *Making Civil Rights Law*, 75–76 (quotations); Barnes, *Journey From Jim Crow*, 62–65; Klarman, *From Jim Crow to Civil Rights*, 2212–25. Robert L. Carter to Daniel E. Byrd, June 12, 1946, folder 1, box II-B190, NAACPP, expresses Carter’s early suspicion that “the bus companies’ rules and regulations requiring segregation, apart from state statutes, are not affected by the Morgan case. Where such rules are inaugurated, as we expect them to be, we will have to go to court in an attempt to have them set aside as being unreasonable and invalid.” Robert L. Carter, interview by author, March 8, 2005.

\(^{19}\) Carter interview; Baltimore *Afro-American*, June 15, 1946 (quotation); “Virginia Goes A’ Courtin’,” 15, claimed that Morgan was having “domestic problems” during the spring of 1946: “In April she left her service job and her husband who works as a maintenance man in one of Manhattan’s less swanky apartment houses.” New York *People’s
Within the NAACP, some local activists—especially in the Youth Councils—felt constrained by this narrow, legalistic approach. But their restlessness had little impact on the organization’s national leaders, who maintained tight control over all NAACP activities. Alternative strategies such as economic boycotts, protest marches, and picketing were anathema in the national office, which saw itself as the guardian of the organization’s respectability. In the midst of the Cold War, NAACP leaders did not want to do anything to invite charges of radicalism or subversion. Even though the NAACP prided itself on being a militant organization, public association with direct action tactics or with groups that might be termed “red” or even “pink” was to be avoided at all costs. In the Cold War context such caution was understandable, but in a number of instances, including the Morgan case, it placed severe limits on the NAACP’s capacity to represent the interests of black Americans. Other than counseling patience, the nation’s largest civil rights organization had no real answer to the white South’s refusal to take Morgan seriously.20

In the fall of 1946, the NAACP’s disengagement from the fading, unresolved controversy over the Morgan decision created an opening for the radical wing of the civil rights movement. Though no one realized it at the time, this opening represented an important turning point in the history of the modern American freedom

---

struggle. When the NAACP fell by the wayside, a small but determined group of radical activists seized the opportunity to take the desegregation struggle out of the courts and into the streets. Inspired by an international tradition of nonviolent direct action, this response to segregationist intransigence transcended the cautious legal pragmatism of the NAACP. In the short run, as we shall see, their efforts to breathe life into the *Morgan* decision failed. But in the long run, their use of direct action in the late 1940s planted the seeds of a larger idea that bore remarkable fruit a decade and a half later. Although called a “Journey of Reconciliation,” this nonviolent foray into the world of Jim Crow represented the first formal “freedom ride.”

In April 1947, sixteen volunteers—eight blacks and eight whites—rode through the Upper South states of Virginia, North Carolina, Tennessee, and Kentucky testing compliance with *Morgan*. To most Americans, then and now, these pioneer freedom riders were obscure figures, men and women who lived and labored outside the spotlight of celebrity and notoriety. During the immediate postwar era, the radical wing of the civil rights struggle was small, predominantly white, and fragmented among several organizations. Concentrated in New York, Chicago, and other large Northern cities, the radicals included followers of Mohandas Gandhi, Christian socialists, labor and peace activists, Quaker pacifists, Communists, and a varied assortment of left-wing intellectuals. Though ideologically diverse, they shared a commitment to militant agitation aimed at bringing about fundamental and even revolutionary change. Like India’s Gandhi, they dreamed of a world liberated from the scourges of racial prejudice, class oppression, and colonialism. Open to a variety of provocative tactics—economic boycotts, picketing, protest marches, sit-ins, and other forms of direct action—they operated on the radical fringe of American politics. With perhaps a few thousand adherents, the radical approach constituted something less than a mass movement. But the social and political turmoil of the Great Depression and the Second World War had produced a vanguard of activists passionately committed to widening the scope and accelerating the pace of the struggle for civil and human rights.

In 1946, the most active members of this radical vanguard were affiliated with two interrelated organizations, the Congress of Racial Equality (CORE) and its parent organization, the Fel-
lowship of Reconciliation (FOR). It was within these groups that
the idea of the Journey of Reconciliation, and later the Freedom
Rides, was born. Founded in Chicago in 1942, CORE drew inspira-
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Founded in 1914, at an international gathering of Christian pacifists in London, FOR maintained a steady course of dissent through war and peace. During the 1920s and 1930s, the American branch of FOR included some of the nation’s leading social justice advocates, including radical economist Scott Nearing, socialist leader Norman Thomas, American Civil Liberties Union founder Roger Baldwin, and eminent theologians such as Reinhold Niebuhr, Harry Emerson Fosdick, and Howard Thurman. Representing the interests of such a diverse group was never easy, but with the approach of the Second World War the organization found it increasingly difficult to satisfy both “radical” pacifists, who insisted on an absolutist commitment to nonviolence, and “pragmatic” pacifists, who acknowledged the necessity of waging war against totalitarian oppression. In 1940, the selection of an absolutist, A. J. Muste, as executive director drove most of the pragmatists out of the FOR, leaving the American branch with a small but dedicated core of radical activists. Muste was a former Dutch Reformed and Congregationalist minister who passed through Trotskyism and militant trade unionism before embracing radical pacifism and Gandhianism. Determined to make the FOR more than a left-wing debating society, he urged his followers to dedicate their lives to the cause of nonviolence. Countering the evils of militarism and social injustice required moral discipline, personal courage, and a willingness to suffer for one’s beliefs, and nothing less than a total commitment to pacifist activism would do. Convinced that American society needed a radical overhaul, especially in the area of race relations, he wel-

comed the creation of CORE as a natural extension of FOR’s reform program.

Muste’s prescriptive model was not for everyone, even in faithful pacifist circles. Nevertheless, his impassioned calls for engagement and sacrifice attracted a number of remarkable individuals. During the early 1940s, the FOR national office in New York became the nerve-center of American Gandhianism. Crammed into a small building on upper Broadway, near Columbia University, the FOR staff of twelve shared ideas, plans, and soaring dreams of social justice. Young, well-educated, and impoverished—most made less than twenty dollars per week—they lived and worked in the subterranean fringe of American life.22

Among the FOR/CORE stalwarts were three men destined to play pivotal roles in the Freedom Rider saga: Bayard Rustin, James Peck, and James Farmer. A founding member of CORE and the co-secretary of FOR’s Race and Industrial Department, Rustin—along with co-secretary George Houser—organized and led the Journey of Reconciliation of 1947, and would later serve as an advisor to Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. He played no direct role in the Freedom Rides of 1961, spending most of the early 1960s in Europe and Africa. Yet, perhaps more than anyone else, Rustin was the intellectual godfather of the Freedom Rider movement. Peck, a radical journalist who acted as CORE’s chief publicist, was the only person to participate in both the Journey of Reconciliation and the 1961 Freedom Rides. Severely beaten by Klansmen in Alabama in May 1961, he later wrote a revealing memoir of his experiences as a Freedom Rider. Farmer, like Rustin, was one of the founders of CORE. Although personal circumstances prevented him from participating in the Journey of Reconciliation, he was the guiding spirit behind CORE’s 1961 Freedom Rides. As national director of CORE from 1961 to 1966, he presided over the organization’s resurgence, crafting and sustaining the legacy of the Freedom Rides. Together, these three activists provided a critical link between the nonviolent civil rights initia-

tives of the 1940s and the full-blown movement of the 1960s. While none of these men achieved national fame in the manner of King or Rosa Parks, each in his own way exerted a powerful influence on the development of nonviolence in the United States. Their personal stories reveal a great deal about the origins and context of the Freedom Rides and about the hidden history of the civil rights struggle—especially the complex connections between North and South, blacks and whites, liberalism and radicalism, and religious and secular motivation.23

Rustin, the oldest of the three, was born in 1912, in West Chester, Pennsylvania. The child of Florence Rustin, an unwed black teenager, and Archie Hopkins, an itinerant black laborer who barely acknowledged his son’s existence, he was adopted by Florence’s parents, Julia and Janifer Rustin, and raised by an extended family of grandparents, aunts, and uncles who collectively eked out a living by cooking and catering for the local Quaker gentry. Julia Rustin was a member of the local Quaker meeting before joining her husband’s African Methodist Episcopal (AME) church following their marriage in 1891. And she remained a Quaker “at heart,” naming her grandson for Bayard Taylor, a celebrated mid-nineteenth century Quaker leader. A woman of substance and deep moral conviction, Julia was the most important influence in Bayard’s upbringing and the primary source of the pacifist doctrines that would anchor his lifelong commitment to nonviolence. Indulged as the favorite child of the Rustin clan, he gained a reputation as a brilliant student and gifted singer and musician, first as one of a handful of black students at West Chester High School, where he also excelled as a track and football star, and later at all-black Wilberforce University in Ohio, where he studied history and literature and toured as the lead soloist of the Wilberforce Quartet. Despite these accomplishments, he eventually ran afoul of the Wilberforce administration by challenging the school’s compulsory ROTC pro-

gram and by engaging in homosexual activity (he reportedly fell in love with the son of the university president). Expelled in December 1933, he returned to Pennsylvania and enrolled at Cheyney State Teachers College the following fall.

At Cheyney, where he remained for three years, Rustin gained a reputation as a multi-talented student leader, distinguishing himself as a singer, a keen student of philosophy, and a committed peace activist. When Cheyney’s president, Leslie Pinckney Hill, a devout black Quaker, invited the American Friends Service Committee to hold an international peace institute on the campus in the spring of 1937, Rustin was a willing and eager participant. Inspired by the dedicated pacifists who attended the institute and already primed for social action by his family and religious background, he soon accepted a position as a “peace volunteer” with the American Friends Service Committee’s Emergency Peace Campaign. During a training session, he received further inspiration from Muriel Lester, a noted British pacifist and Gandhi protégé. After listening to Lester’s eloquent plea for pacifism and nonviolent struggle, he threw himself into the peace campaign with an uncommon zeal that would later become his trademark. Along with three other volunteers—including Carl Rachlin, who would later serve as a CORE and Freedom Rider attorney—he spent the summer of 1937 in the upstate New York town of Auburn, where he honed his skills as a lecturer and organizer.

At the end of the summer, he returned to West Chester and Cheyney, but not for long. In the early fall, propelled by a growing disenchantment with southeastern Pennsylvania’s political and cultural scene, and by a second scandalous (and interracial) homosexual incident, he moved northward to the alluring uncertainties of metropolitan Harlem, the unofficial capital of black America. Cast adrift from the relatively secure world of college life and facing the vagaries of the Great Depression, Rustin embarked on a remarkable odyssey of survival and discovery that took him through a labyrinth of radical politics and bohemian culture. Along the way, he became a professional singer, a dedicated Communist, and an uncloseted homosexual. During the late Thirties, he sang backup for Josh White and Huddie “Leadbelly” Ledbetter, worked as a recruiter for the Young Communist League, preached revolution and brotherhood on countless street
corners, and even squeezed in a few classes at City College, all the while gaining a reputation as one of Harlem’s most colorful characters.

In early 1941, the Young Communist League asked Rustin to organize a campaign against segregation in the American armed forces, but later in the year, following the unexpected German attack on the Soviet Union, League leaders ordered him to cancel the campaign in the interests of Allied military solidarity. With this apparent shift away from racial and social justice agitation, Rustin became deeply disillusioned with the Communist Party. “You can all go to hell,” he told his New York comrades, “I see that the Communist movement is only interested in what happens in Russia. You don’t give a damn about Negroes.” In June 1941, he left the Communist fold for good and transferred his allegiance to A. Philip Randolph, the legendary black socialist and labor leader who was busy planning a mass march on Washington to protest the Roosevelt Administration’s refusal to guarantee equal employment opportunities for black and white defense workers. Randolph appointed Rustin the youth organizer for the march, but the two men soon had a serious falling out. After Roosevelt responded to Randolph’s threatened march with an executive order creating a Fair Employment Practices Committee (FEPC), Randolph agreed to call off the march. But many of his young supporters, including Rustin, thought the protest march should continue as planned. Later in the war Rustin and Randolph resumed their friendship and collaboration, but the temporary break prompted the young activist to look elsewhere for a political and spiritual home. Consequently, in the fall of 1941, he accepted a staff position with A. J. Muste’s Fellowship of Reconciliation.

As FOR youth secretary, Rustin returned to the pacifist track that he had followed as an American Friends Service Committee volunteer, immersing himself in the writings and teachings of Gandhi and pledging his loyalty to nonviolence, not just as a strategy for change, but as a way of life. Muste encouraged and nurtured Rustin’s determination to apply Gandhian precepts to the African-American struggle for racial equality, and in the spring of 1942 the two men joined forces with other FOR activists to found the Committee (later “Congress”) of Racial Equality. “Certainly the Negro possesses qualities essential for nonviolent
direct action.” Rustin wrote prophetically in October 1942. “He has long since learned to endure suffering. He can admit his own share of guilt and has to be pushed hard to become bitter. . . . He is creative and has learned to adjust himself to conditions easily. But above all he possesses a rich religious heritage and today finds the church the center of his life.”

As a CORE stalwart, Rustin participated in a number of non-violent protests, including an impromptu refusal to move to the back of a bus during a trip from Louisville to Nashville in the early summer of 1942. This particular episode earned him a roadside beating at the hands of the Nashville police, who later hauled him off to jail. A month after the incident Rustin offered the readers of the FOR journal Fellowship a somewhat whimsical description of his arrest:

I was put into the back seat of the police car, between two policemen. Two others sat in front. During the thirteen-mile ride to town they called me every conceivable name and said anything they could think of to incite me to violence . . . . When we reached Nashville, a number of policemen were lined up on both sides of the hallway down which I had to pass on my way to the captain’s office. They tossed me from one to another like a volleyball. By the time I reached the office, the lining of my best coat was torn, and I was considerably rumpled. I straightened myself as best I could and went in. They had my bag, and went through it and my papers, finding much of interest, especially in the Christian Century and Fellowship. Finally the captain said, “Come

here, nigger.” I walked directly to him, “What can I do for you?” I asked. “Nigger,” he said menacingly, “you’re supposed to be scared when you come in here!” “I am fortified by the truth, justice, and Christ,” I said. “There’s no need for me to fear.” He was flabbergasted and, for a time, completely at a loss for words. Finally he said to another officer, “I believe the nigger’s crazy!”

In the end, the timely intervention of a sympathetic white bystander who had witnessed the roadside beating and the restraint of a cool-headed assistant district attorney (Ben West, a future Nashville mayor who would draw widespread praise for his moderate response to the student sit-ins of 1960 and 1961) kept Rustin out of jail, reinforcing his suspicion that even the white South could be redeemed through nonviolent struggle.25

Soon after his narrow escape from Nashville justice, Rustin became a friend and devoted follower of Krishnai Sridharani, a leading Gandhian scholar and the author of War Without Violence. This discipleship deepened his commitment to nonviolent resistance and non-cooperation with evil, and in 1943 he rejected the traditional Quaker compromise of alternative service in an army hospital. Convicted of draft evasion, he spent the next twenty-eight months in Federal prison. For nearly two years, he was imprisoned at the Federal penitentiary in Ashland, Ohio, where he waged spirited if futile campaigns against everything from the censorship of reading materials to racial segregation. In August 1945, a final effort to desegregate the prison dining hall led to solitary confinement, but soon thereafter he and several other pacifist malcontents were transferred to a Federal facility in Lewisburg, Pennsylvania.

Following his release from Lewisburg in June 1946, Rustin returned to New York to accept an appointment as co-secretary (with George Houser) of FOR’s Race and Industrial Department, a position that he promptly turned into a roving mission for Gandhian nonviolence. Though physically weak and emaciated, he

took to the road, preaching the gospel of nonviolent direct action to anyone who would listen. As his biographer Jervis Anderson has noted, during the critical postwar year of 1946 Rustin “functioned as a one-man civil disobedience movement in his travels across the United States. He occupied ‘white only’ railroad compartments; sat in at ‘white only’ hotels; and refused to budge unless he was forcibly ejected.” All of this reinforced his dual reputation as a fearless activist and a Gandhian sage. He was both irrepressible and imaginative; and no one who knew him well was surprised when he, along with Houser, came up with the provocative idea of an interracial bus ride through the South. After the Journey of Reconciliation proposal was hatched, Rustin acted as a relentless advocate, eventually winning over, or at least wearing down, those who thought the plan was too dangerous. Without his involvement, the Journey—and perhaps even the Freedom Rides of 1961—would never have taken place.²⁶

Jim Peck followed a somewhat different path to the Journey of Reconciliation. Three years younger than Rustin, he grew up in one of Manhattan’s most prosperous households. The son of Samuel Peck, a wealthy clothing wholesaler (who died when his son was eleven years old), he spent the early years of the Great Depression at Choate, an elite prep school in Wallingford, Connecticut. Despite his family’s conversion from Judaism to Episcopalianism, Peck was a social outsider at Choate, which used a strict quota system to limit the number of religious and ethnic minorities on campus. The primary factor separating him from his fellow students was not religion or ethnicity, however. Politically precocious, he cultivated a reputation as an independent thinker who espoused idealistic political doctrines and who preferred the company of bookish intellectuals. In the fall of 1933, he enrolled at Harvard, where he honed his skills as a writer while assuming the role of a campus radical. At Harvard, he missed few opportunities to challenge the social and political conventions of the Ivy
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League elite and shocked his classmates by showing up at the freshman dance with a black date. As he recalled, this particular act of defiance was directed not only at “the soberly dressed Boston matrons on the sidelines” who “stared at us, whispered, and then stared again,” but also at his own mother who “referred to Negroes as ‘coons’” and “frequently remarked that she would never hire one as a servant because ‘they are dirty and they steal.’” By the end of his freshman year, he was a pariah, and his alienation from his family and the American establishment was complete. Dropping out of school, he emigrated to Paris where he lived as an avant-garde expatriate for two years. His years in Europe, where he witnessed the ascendance of authoritarian and totalitarian regimes, deepened his commitment to activism and social justice. In the late Thirties a severe case of wanderlust and a desire to identify with the working class led to a series of jobs as a merchant seaman, an experience that eventually propelled him into the turbulent world of radical unionism. His years at sea also reinforced his commitment to civil rights. “Living and working aboard ships with interracial crews,” he later wrote, “strengthened my beliefs in equality.”

Returning to the United States in 1938, Peck helped to organize the National Maritime Union, which made good use of his skills as a writer and publicist. During these years, he also became a friend and follower of Roger Baldwin, the strong-willed founder of the American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU). Baldwin encouraged him to become involved in a number of social justice organizations, including the War Resisters League, and helped him find work with a trade union news syndicate. By the end of the decade, Peck was an avowed pacifist who spent much of his time publicizing the activities of the War Resisters League. Like Rustin, he refused to submit to the draft and was imprisoned for his defiance in 1942. He spent almost three years in the federal prison in Danbury, Connecticut, where he helped to organize a work strike that led to the desegregation of the prison mess hall. After his release in 1945, he rededicated himself to pacifism and militant trade unionism, offering his services to a number of progressive organizations. For a time he devoted most of his energies to the War Resisters League and to editing the Workers Defense League News Bulletin. But in late 1946 he became increasingly absorbed with the race issue, especially after discovering and join-
ing CORE. Recent events had convinced him that the struggle for racial equality was an essential precondition for the transformation of American society, and the direct action philosophy of CORE provided him with a means of acting upon his convictions. With the zeal of a new recruit, he embraced the idea of the Journey of Reconciliation, which would be his first venture as a CORE volunteer.²⁷

Jim Farmer shared Peck’s passion for direct action and non-violent protest. But in most other respects, from style and temperament to racial and regional background, the two men represented a study in contrasts. Born in Marshall, Texas, in 1920, Farmer was a black Southerner who had first-hand experience with the institutions of the Jim Crow South. Raised in a middle-class family, he was fortunate enough to avoid the degrading economic insecurities of the rural poor. But as the aspiring son of educated parents, he was forced to endure the painful psychological and social indignities of a racial caste system that warped and restricted his prospects. His mother, Pearl Houston Farmer, was a graduate of Florida’s Bethune Cookman Institute and a former teacher; and his father, James Leonard Farmer, Sr., was a learned Methodist minister who had earned a Ph.D in theology at Boston University. One of the few blacks in early-twentieth century Texas to hold a doctoral degree, Farmer’s father spoke seven languages and held academic positions at a number of black colleges, including Rust College in Holly Springs, Mississippi, and Samuel Houston College in Austin, Texas. A towering figure in black academic circles, he was nonetheless cautious and deferential in his dealings with whites. This inconsistency troubled his

young son, who idealized his father's moral and intellectual stature but who eventually recoiled from what he came to see as a cringing hypocrisy that perpetuated racial injustice.28

A brilliant student, young Jim Farmer entered school at the age of four and graduated from Wiley College at eighteen. At Wiley, he came under the influence of Melvin Tolson, an English professor and debating coach who nurtured his young protégé's oratorical skills. Farmer possessed a deep, mellifluous voice that was perfectly suited to a dramatic style of oratory; and by the time Tolson got through with him, his studied intonations carried the barest hint of an East Texas twang. This remarkable speaking voice became Farmer's trademark and the cornerstone of a grand manner that struck some observers as pretentious and condescending. Even as a teenager, he was a large and imposing figure with an ego to match. Ambitious and articulate, he felt constrained by the small-town, segregated culture of Marshall. His first taste of the outside world came in 1937 when he represented Wiley at a National Conference of Methodist Youth, at Miami University, in Oxford, Ohio. Although there were only a handful of black delegates in attendance, Farmer emerged as one of the stars of the conference, persuading his fellow Methodists to approve a resolution urging Congress to pass anti-lynching legislation. “Everyone here wants to stop lynching,” he informed the assembled delegates, “The only question is how long do we have to wait? How long, oh, Lord, how long? The purpose of this motion is not to damn the South and the many decent people who live there. . . . The purpose of this motion is to stop lynching now.” The audience responded with a standing ovation and approval by acclamation, providing him with the “first taste of the heady wine of public acclaim.” The conference later elected him to its governance committee, a remarkable achievement for a seventeen-year-old black boy from east Texas.29
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In a 1970 interview, Jim Peck stated: “I feel that Mr. Farmer's only asset was that he was an effective public speaker. . . . Therefore we needed somebody like Marvin Rich to really do the brain work, strategy, and basic work required in running a national organization.” Peck interview, RBOHC. Following Farmer’s death in 1999, an Associated Press wire service story emphasized the strange power of his voice: “Diabetes stilled the legs that had walked treacherous miles on the roads of the hostile South during the Freedom Rides of
The exhilarating triumph in Ohio reinforced Farmer's determination to become involved in the widening struggle for racial justice, and a few weeks later he accepted an invitation to attend a joint meeting of the National Negro Congress and the Southern Negro Youth Conference. Held in Richmond, Virginia, the meeting attracted some of the nation's most prominent black leaders, including A. Philip Randolph, Howard University President Mordecai Johnson, and Howard political scientist Ralph Bunche. Traveling the thousand miles to Richmond by car, Farmer and two companions, one of whom was a white delegate from the University of Texas, encountered the inevitable frustrations of finding food, shelter, and restroom facilities along the Jim Crow highways of the Deep South. By the time the young travelers arrived at the conference, they had seen and experienced enough to fuel a growing sense of outrage. But the conference itself was even more eye-opening. Here Farmer received his first exposure to the passionate militance of left-wing politics. He also got more than a glimpse of the sectarian intrigue and political infighting between Communists and socialists that threatened to tear the National Negro Congress apart. Founded in 1936 as a national clearinghouse for civil rights and labor organizations concerned about fair employment issues, the National Negro Congress had elected Randolph as its first chairman. But during the organization's first two years, the black socialist leader had grown increasingly suspicious of Communist activists who were reportedly exploiting the National Negro Congress for selfish political purposes. Randolph's anger boiled over at the Richmond conference, where his explosive resignation speech both shocked and thrilled Farmer.30

the 1960s. But, oh, that voice! Right up to his final days, nothing had muted the mighty, flowing baritone that helped mold and inspire the civil rights movement for one generation, then brought it back to life for college students of a later time." St. Petersburg Times, July 11, 1999. See also Farmer's interview in "Ain't Scared of Your Jails."

To his conservative father’s dismay, Farmer was never quite the same after the Richmond conference. The dream of becoming a theologian and following in his father’s footsteps was still alive, and in the fall of 1938 he dutifully entered the Howard University School of Theology, where his father had recently accepted a position as a professor of Greek and New Testament studies. But during his years at Howard the young divinity student continued to gravitate toward radical politics. Inspired by Howard Thurman, a charismatic professor of social ethics and dean of the chapel whom he later described as a “mystic, poet, philosopher, preacher,” Farmer became intrigued with Gandhianism, pacifism, and radical versions of the social gospel. Under Thurman’s direction, he wrote his thesis on “A Critical Analysis of the Interrelationships Between Religion and Racism.” Thurman also helped him secure a position as a part-time secretary in the Washington office of the Fellowship of Reconciliation, and by the time he graduated in 1941 he was completely captivated by FOR’s philosophy of nonviolent interracial activism. Refusing ordination as a Methodist minister—a decision clinched by the news that his choice of pastorates was limited to all-black congregations—he accepted a full-time position as FOR’s race relations secretary. Assigned to FOR’s regional office in Chicago, he arrived in the Windy City in August 1941, ready, as he put it, to lead “an assault on the demons of violence and bigotry.”

For the next two years, he spearheaded a series of direct action campaigns in Chicago and also traveled throughout the Midwest spreading the FOR gospel of pacifism and nonviolent resistance to social injustice. Though barely old enough to vote, he exuded an aura of confidence and command that belied his youth. Some found him arrogant and a bit overbearing, but no one doubted his intelligence or his passionate belief in the struggle for

racial justice. At the University of Chicago, he organized an inter-
racial study group on Gandhianism and encouraged students and
others to engage in sit-ins and picketing campaigns at segregated
coffeehouses, restaurants, roller rinks, and theaters. Working
closely with both Rustin and George Houser, FOR’s white field
secretary, he also created Fellowship House, “an interracial men’s
cooperative” designed to challenge a restrictive covenant that seg-
regated the neighborhood surrounding the University. In the
spring of 1942, these efforts led to the formation of the Chicago
Committee of Racial Equality, which Farmer conceived as part of
a national direct action network known as the “Brotherhood Mo-
bilization.” By 1943, the organization had evolved into the Com-
mittees of Racial Equality, and a year later the name was
changed to Congress of Racial Equality. At first, A. J. Muste re-
sisted Farmer’s insistence that CORE should be allowed to have
an identity largely independent of FOR, but the FOR chairman
eventually relented. Adopted at the organization’s first annual
meeting, the CORE charter stated that “the purpose of the or-
ganization shall be to federate local interracial groups working to
abolish the color line through direct non-violent action.” With
Muste’s blessing, Farmer became CORE’s first national chairman,
though not for long.32

Muste’s acceptance of CORE’s partial autonomy came at a
price, one that eventually proved too costly for Farmer to bear. In
June 1943, he received a “promotion” that required relocation to
New York. “I knew at once what it all meant,” he later wrote,
“New York, where they could watch me closely, and full-time so I
would have less time to freewheel for CORE. I was being given
bigger wings, but they would be clipped wings.” Muste was not
unsympathetic to the aims and activities of CORE, but his pri-
mary loyalty was to pacifism and FOR. And he expected the same
from Farmer, whose primary job, in his view, was to organize and
recruit new members for FOR. As long as FOR was paying
Farmer’s salary, the interests of the parent organization, not
CORE, had to come first. Moreover, Farmer was a notoriously
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inattentive administrator who preferred public speaking to the background work of building and maintaining an organization. Well aware of Muste’s concerns, Farmer made a valiant effort to satisfy his obligations to FOR and to pay more attention to administrative matters. But by the spring of 1945 it was clear to both men that the dual arrangement was not working. In May, following an awkward meeting in Muste’s office, Farmer resigned from his FOR staff position—and from his cherished unpaid position as CORE’s national chairman.

Following Farmer’s departure, CORE reorganized its leadership structure, creating an executive directorship filled by Houser. But the troubled relationship between FOR and CORE continued to plague both organizations in the postwar years. While the split between Muste and Farmer was largely personal and organizational in nature, the nonviolent movement also harbored persistent philosophical and ideological divisions, including disagreements over the connection between pacifism and social justice and the competing claims of morality and pragmatism as the primary rationale for nonviolent direct action.33

Farmer himself would later participate in these ongoing debates, especially during and after the Freedom Rides of 1961. But in the immediate postwar era he found himself somewhat removed from the world of FOR and CORE. In late 1945, he accepted a position with the Upholsterers International Union of North America (UIU), which sent him to Virginia, and later to High Point, North Carolina, to organize furniture workers. Throughout his stay in the Piedmont he maintained contact with Houser, who kept him abreast of CORE affairs, including the Journey of Reconciliation. And as soon as Farmer heard about the idea of the Journey, which he considered “exciting and intriguing,” he was sorely tempted to abandon the frustrations of union organizing and join the ride. But, with a new wife to support, he could not afford to leave a steady-paying job. Turning down a
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chance to take part in the Journey of Reconciliation was a difficult decision that isolated him from the cause that still excited his deepest passions; and when the UIU transferred him to Cincinnati, he felt even farther removed from the action. Later, after learning that Rustin and several other old friends had been arrested in North Carolina, he “felt pangs of guilt for not having been there.” This failure to take part in the Journey would bother him for many years, and only in 1961—when he returned to CORE as national director and the leader of the Freedom Rides—would he begin to feel that he had atoned for his absence from CORE’s first great adventure below the Mason-Dixon line.34

The plan for an interracial bus ride through the segregated South grew out of a series of discussions between Bayard Rustin and George Houser held during the summer of 1946. Like Rustin, Houser was a Northerner with little first-hand experience in the South. Born in Cleveland, he traveled to the Philippines with his white Methodist missionary parents and later lived in New York, California, China, and Colorado before entering Union Theological Seminary in 1939. At Union, he became a committed pacifist and refused to register for the draft. Convicted of draft evasion, he served a year in federal prison. Following his release in the fall of 1941, Muste hired him to run FOR’s Chicago office. During the early days of CORE, he collaborated with Farmer but developed an even closer relationship with Rustin, whom he came to admire greatly. Later, as the newly appointed co-secretaries of FOR’s Race and Industrial Department and as members of CORE’s executive committee, the two young friends were eager to boost CORE’s profile by demonstrating the utility of nonviolent direct action.35
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For them the timing of the Morgan decision and the ensuing controversy over compliance and enforcement could not have been better. During its first four years, CORE had operated as “a loose federation of local groups which were united mostly by their aim of tackling discrimination by a particular method—nonviolent direct action.” “This put emphasis almost completely on local issues and organization,” Houser recalled many years later. “Thus it was difficult to get a sense of a national movement or to develop a national strategy. One of the results of this reality was that it was almost impossible for CORE to raise funds to establish itself as a separate entity.” In addition to enhancing CORE’s national stature and autonomy, a project like the Journey of Reconciliation also promised to provide “an entering wedge for CORE into the South.” As Houser explained, “We had no local groups in the South and it wasn’t easy to organize them at this point, especially with the two words ‘racial equality’ in our name. Those were fighting words in the South. But with a definite project around which to rally, we felt there was a possibility of opening up an area seemingly out of reach.” Rustin and Houser were confident that the issue of Jim Crow transit—which, in Houser’s words, “touched virtually every black person, was demeaning in its effect and a source of frequent conflict”—represented a perfect target for CORE’s first national project. Even if the project failed to desegregate interstate buses, “challenging discrimination in transportation, by striking a raw nerve, would get public attention.”

During the summer of 1946, as expectations of compliance with the Morgan ruling faded, the idea of a CORE-sponsored freedom ride became a frequent topic of conversation among CORE stalwarts in New York. Some predicted that the proposed ride would reveal a liberalizing trend in the postwar South, but others were less hopeful. Indeed, judging by the experiences of individual travelers who had challenged Jim Crow in recent months, the prospects for a smooth ride seemed dim. The most troubling incident was the brutal beating of Isaac Woodard in mid-February. Brought to national attention by NAACP executive secretary Walter White in July, the Woodard case involved a recently discharged black veteran returning to his North Carolina
home from a Georgia military base. Traveling on an interstate Greyhound, Woodard was arrested in Batesburg, South Carolina after he and the bus driver “exchanged words over some minor point of racial etiquette.” Dragged from the bus and beaten by Batesburg police chief Linwood Shull and a deputy, the 27-year-old soldier suffered massive injuries, including the blinding of both eyes. Having survived fifteen months fighting the Japanese in the Pacific, he had run afoul of two white men who saw fit to gouge out his eyes with the blunt end of a billy club. Such treatment was egregious enough to prompt an FBI investigation and a Federal indictment of Shull in the fall of 1946. But, even with the sworn testimony of army doctors, it was not enough to secure a conviction from an all-white Columbia, South Carolina jury.

A second and equally revealing case involved Wilson Head, a courageous black World War II veteran who undertook his own personal freedom ride from Atlanta to Washington in July 1946. Traveling on the Greyhound line and insisting on his right to sit in the front of the bus, he braved angry drivers, enraged passengers, and menacing police officers—one of whom threatened to shoot him during a brief detention in Chapel Hill, North Carolina. Somehow Head managed to make it to Washington without injury or arrest, suggesting that testing compliance with the Morgan decision was possible if not altogether safe. To the dismay of many white Southerners, individual acts of defiance on segregated buses and trains were becoming increasing common in the postwar years, especially in the upper South and even among local and intrastate passengers. The black historian John Hope Franklin, for example, successfully defied a Richmond bus driver who ordered him to the back of a local bus in 1947. Having just given a blood transfusion for his older brother Buck, who lay dying in a veterans’ hospital, Franklin was distracted by shock and grief as he took a seat in the “white” section of the bus. In no mood to submit to white authority, he told the driver that he planned to remain in the front no matter what. With several black passengers in the back urging Franklin to stand his ground, the driver ultimately backed down. But the young historian was fortunate he did not end up in a Richmond jail cell.

Widely publicized in the black press, the Woodard and Head episodes provided concrete examples of what CORE activists were likely to face if they ventured into the South as freedom riders.
But these and other cautionary tales had no apparent impact on the resolute organizers of the proposed project. By the time CORE’s executive committee met in Cleveland in mid-September, Rustin and Houser had developed a full-scale plan for the ride. After a lengthy discussion of the risks and dangers of a Southern foray, the committee endorsed the idea and authorized Rustin and Houser to seek approval and funding from FOR. With a little coaxing, the FOR staff soon embraced the plan, although Muste insisted that the ride should be a joint project of FOR and CORE.

Over the next few months, FOR’s Racial and Industrial Committee worked out the details, adding an educational component and ultimately limiting the scope of the ride to the upper South. The revised plan called for “a racially mixed deputation of lecturers” who would speak at various points along the route, giving “some purpose to the trip outside of simple tests and experimentation with techniques.” The riders would not only test compliance with the Morgan decision; they would also spread the gospel of nonviolence to at least part of the South. The original plan involved a region-wide journey from Washington, D.C. to New Orleans, Louisiana. But, after several of CORE’s Southern contacts warned that an interracial journey through the Deep South would provoke “wholesale violence,” Rustin and Houser reluctantly agreed to restrict the ride to what was perceived as the more moderate Upper South. “The deep South may be touched later,” they explained, “depending on what comes out of this first experience.” After much debate, they also agreed that all of the riders would be men, acknowledging “that mixing the races and sexes would possibly exacerbate an already volatile situation.”

This decision was a grave disappointment to several women—including the veteran black activists Ella Baker and Pauli Murray—who had been actively involved in planning the trip. Many of the planning meetings took place in the New York apartment of Natalie Mormon, who, like Baker and Murray, had considerable experience traveling through the South. But their plaintive protests against paternalism fell on deaf ears. Less controversially, Rustin and Houser also came up with an official name for the project—the Journey of Reconciliation. This redemptive phrase pleased Muste and lent an air of moral authority to the project.38

For reasons of safety and to insure that the compliance tests would be valid, CORE leaders did not seek any advance publicity for the Journey. But within the confines of the movement, they quietly spread the word that CORE was about to invade the South. The proposed ride received enthusiastic endorsements from a number of black leaders—most notably Howard Thurman, A. Philip Randolph, and Mary McLeod Bethune—and from several organizations, including the Fellowship of Southern Churchmen, an interracial group of liberal Southern clergymen. The one organization that expressly refused to endorse the ride was, predictably, the NAACP. When CORE leaders first broached the subject with national NAACP officials in early October, Thurgood Marshall and his colleagues were preoccupied with a recent District of Columbia Court of Appeals decision that extended the applicability of Morgan to interstate railways. In Matthews v.
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Southern Railway, the court ruled that there was “no valid distinction between segregation in buses and railway cars.” For a time, this ruling gave NAACP attorneys renewed hope that the Morgan decision would actually have an effect on interstate travel. But in the aftermath of the ruling, only one railway—the Richmond, Fredericksburg, and Potomac Railroad—actually desegregated its interstate trains. The vast majority of Southern railways continued to segregate all passengers, interstate or not. Several railroad officials insisted that the ruling only applied to the District of Columbia, but to protect their companies from possible federal interference they also adopted the same “company rules” strategy used by some interstate bus lines. The basis for segregation, they now claimed, was not state law but company policy. Racial separation in railroad coaches was thus a private matter allegedly beyond the bounds of public policy or constitutional intrusion. Because the Chiles decision, rendered by the U.S. Supreme Court in 1910, sanctioned such company rules, NAACP attorneys were seemingly stymied by this new strategy.

In mid-November, Marshall and the NAACP legal brain trust held a two-day strategy meeting in New York to address the challenge of privatized segregation. No firm solution emerged from the meeting, but the attorneys did reach a consensus that CORE’s proposal for an interracial ride through the South was a very bad idea. The last thing the NAACP needed at this point, or so its leaders believed, was a provocative diversion led by a bunch of impractical agitators. A week later Marshall went public with the NAACP’s opposition to direct action. Speaking in New Orleans on the topic “The Next Twenty Years Toward Freedom for the Negro in America,” he criticized “well-meaning radical groups in New

York” who were planning to use Gandhian tactics to breach the wall of racial segregation. Predicting a needless catastrophe, he insisted that a “disobedience movement on the part of Negroes and their white allies, if employed in the South, would result in wholesale slaughter with no good achieved.” He did not mention FOR or CORE by name, nor did he divulge any details about the impending Journey of Reconciliation. But Marshall’s words, reprinted in the *New York Times*, sent a clear warning to Muste, Rustin, and Houser. Since the Journey would inevitably lead to multiple arrests, everyone involved knew that at some point CORE would require the assistance and cooperation of NAACP-affiliated attorneys. So Marshall’s words could not be taken lightly. The leaders of FOR and CORE were in no position to challenge the supremacy of the NAACP. But after some hesitation, they realized that Marshall’s pointed critique could not go unanswered.40

The response, written by Rustin and published in the *Louisiana Weekly* in early January 1947, was a sharp rebuke to Marshall and a rallying cry for the nonviolent movement:

I am sure that Marshall is either ill-informed on the principles and techniques of non-violence or ignorant of the processes of social change.

Unjust social laws and patterns do not change because supreme courts deliver just opinions. One need merely observe the continued practices of jim crow in interstate travel six months after the Supreme Court’s decision to see the necessity of resistance. Social progress comes from struggle; all freedom demands a price.

At times freedom will demand that its followers go into situations where even death is to be faced. . . . [D]irect action means picketing, striking and boycotting as well as disobedience against unjust conditions, and all of these methods
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have already been used with some success by Negroes and sympathetic whites. . . .

I cannot believe that Thurgood Marshall thinks that such a program would lead to wholesale slaughter. . . . But if anyone at this date in history believes that the "white problem," which is one of privilege, can be settled without some violence, he is mistaken and fails to realize the ends to which man can be driven to hold on to what they consider privileges.

This is why Negroes and whites who participate in direct action must pledge themselves to non-violence in word and deed. For in this way alone can the inevitable violence be reduced to a minimum. The simple truth is this: unless we find non-violent methods which can be used by the rank-and-file who more and more tend to resist, they will more and more resort to violence. And court-room argumentation will not suffice for the activization which the Negro masses are today demanding.41

Rustin's provocative and prophetic manifesto did not soften Marshall's opposition to direct action. But it did help to convince Marshall, and NAACP executive secretary Walter White, that CORE was determined to follow through with the Journey of Reconciliation, with or without their cooperation. CORE leaders had already announced that the two-week Journey would begin on April 9, and there was no turning back for activists like Rustin and Houser who believed that the time for resolute action had arrived. For them, all the signs—including Harry Truman's unexpected decision, in December 1946, to create a President's Commission on Civil Rights—suggested that the movement for racial justice had reached a crossroads. It was time to turn ideas into action, to demonstrate the power of nonviolence as Gandhi and others were already doing in India.42

With this in mind, Rustin and Houser left New York in mid-January on a scouting expedition through the upper South. During two weeks of reconnaissance in Virginia and North Carolina, they followed the proposed route of the coming Journey, scrupulously obeying the laws and customs of Jim Crow transit so as to avoid arrest. At each stop they met with local civil rights and black community leaders who helped to arrange housing, lecture and rally facilities, as well as possible legal representation for the riders to come. Some dismissed the interracial duo as an odd and misguided pair of outside agitators, but most did what they could to help. In several communities, Rustin and Houser encountered the “other” NAACP: the restless branch leaders and youth council volunteers (and even some black attorneys such as future CORE leader Floyd McKissick) who were eager to take the struggle beyond the courtroom. After Rustin returned to New York in late January, Houser traveled alone to Tennessee and Kentucky, where he continued to be impressed with the untapped potential of the black South. In the end the four-state scouting trip produced a briefcase full of commitments from church leaders and state and local NAACP officials, a harvest which pushed Marshall and his colleagues toward a grudging acceptance of the coming Journey’s legitimacy. Soon Roy Wilkins, Spot Robinson, Charles Houston, and even Marshall himself were offering “helpful suggestions” and promising to provide CORE with legal backup if and when the riders were arrested. Most national NAACP leaders still considered the Journey to be a foolhardy venture. But, as the start of the Journey drew near, there was a noticeable closing of the ranks, a feeling of movement solidarity that provided the riders with a reassuring measure of legal and institutional protection. As Houser put it, with the promise of Southern support and with the NAACP more or less on board, “we felt our group of participants would not be isolated victims as they challenged the local and state laws.”

Even so, the Journey remained a dangerous prospect, and finding sixteen qualified and dependable volunteers who had the time and money to spend two weeks on the road was not easy. The organizers’ determination to enlist riders who had already demonstrated a commitment to nonviolent direct action narrowed the field and forced CORE to draw upon its own staff and other seasoned veterans of FOR and CORE campaigns. When it proved impossible to find a full complement of volunteers who could commit themselves to the entire Journey, Rustin and Houser reluctantly allowed the riders to come and go as personal circumstances dictated. In the end, less than half of the riders completed the entire trip.44

The sixteen volunteers who traveled to Washington in early April to undergo two days of training and orientation represented a broad range of nonviolent activists. There were eight whites and eight blacks and an interesting mix of secular and religious backgrounds. In addition to Houser, the white volunteers included Jim Peck; Homer Jack, a Unitarian minister and founding member of CORE who headed the Chicago Council Against Racial and Religious Discrimination; Worth Randle, a biologist and CORE stalwart from Cincinnati; Igal Roodenko, a peace activist from upstate New York; Joseph Felmet, a conscientious objector from Asheville, North Carolina, representing the Southern Workers Defense League; and two FOR-affiliated Methodist ministers from North Carolina, Ernest Bromley and Louis Adams. The black volunteers included Rustin; Dennis Banks, a jazz musician from Chicago; Conrad Lynn, a civil rights attorney from New York City; Eugene Stanley, an agronomy instructor at North Carolina A&T College in Greensboro, North Carolina; William Worthy, a radical journalist affiliated with the New York Council for a Permanent FEPC; and three CORE activists from Cincinnati—law
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student Andrew Johnson, pacifist lecturer Wallace Nelson, and social worker Nathan Wright.  

Most of the volunteers were young men still in their twenties; several were barely out of their teens. Rustin, at age 35, was the oldest. Nearly all, despite their youth, had some experience with direct action, and seven had been conscientious objectors during World War II. But with the exception of Rustin's impromptu freedom ride in 1942, none of this experience had been gained in the Jim Crow South. No member of the group had ever been involved in a direct action campaign quite like the Journey of Reconciliation, and only the North Carolinians had spent more than a few weeks in the South.

Faced with so many unknowns and the challenge of taking an untried corps of volunteers into the heart of darkness, Rustin and Houser fashioned an intensive orientation program. Meeting at FOR's Washington Fellowship House, nine of the riders participated in a series of seminars that "taught not only the principles but the practices of nonviolence in specific situations that would arise aboard the buses." Using techniques pioneered by FOR peace activists and CORE chapters, the seminars addressed expected problems by staging dramatic role-playing sessions. "What if the bus driver insulted you? What if you were actually assaulted? What if the police threatened you?" These and many other questions were resolved through socio-dramas in which participants would act the roles of bus drivers, hysterical segregationists, police—and 'you.' Whether the roles had been acted correctly and whether you had done the right thing was then discussed. Socio-dramas of other bus situations followed. In all of them, you were supposed to "remain nonviolent, but stand firm," Jim Peck recalled. Two days of this regimen left the riders exhausted but better prepared for the challenges to come.

Leaving little to chance, Rustin and Houser also provided each rider with a detailed list of instructions. Later reprinted in a pamphlet entitled You Don't Have To Ride Jim Crow, the instruc-

---
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tions made it clear that the task at hand was not, strictly speak-
ing, civil disobedience but rather establishing “the fact that the
word of the U.S. Supreme Court is law”:

WHEN TRAVELING BY BUS WITH A TICKET FROM
A POINT IN ONE STATE TO A POINT IN ANOTHER
STATE:

1. If you are a Negro, sit in a front seat.
   If you are a white, sit in a rear seat.

2. If the driver asks you to move, tell him *calmly and courte-
ously*: “As an interstate passenger I have a right to sit
anywhere in this bus. This is the law as laid down by the
United States Supreme Court.”

3. If the driver summons the police and repeats his order in
   their presence, tell him exactly what you told the driver
   when he first asked you to move.

4. If the police ask you to “come along” without putting you
   under arrest, tell them you will not go until you are put
   under arrest. Police have often used the tactic of frighten-
ing a person into getting off the bus without making an
   arrest, keeping him until the bus has left and then just
   leaving him standing by the empty roadside. In such a
   case this person has no redress.

5. If the police put you under arrest, go with them peace-
   fully. At the police station, phone the nearest headquar-
   ters of the National Association of the Advancement of
   Colored People, or one of their lawyers. They will assist
   you.

6. If you have money with you, you can get out on bail im-
   mediately. It will probably be either $25 or $50. If you
don’t have bail, anti-discrimination organizations will help
   raise it for you.
7. If you happen to be arrested, the delay in your journey will only be a few hours. The value of your action in breaking down Jim Crow will be too great to be measured.47

Additional instructions assigned specific functions to individuals or subgroups of riders, distinguishing between designated testers and observers. “Just which individual sat where on each lap of our trip,” Peck recalled, “would be planned at meetings of the group on the eve of departure. A few were to act as observers. They necessarily had to sit in a segregated manner. So did whoever was designated to handle bail in the event of arrests. The roles shifted on each lap of the Journey. It was important that all sixteen not be arrested simultaneously and the trip thus halted.”

Throughout the training sessions, Rustin and Houser kept reiterating that Jim Crow could not be vanquished by courage alone; careful organization, tight discipline, and strict adherence to non-violence were also essential. An unorganized and undisciplined assault on segregation, they warned, would play into the hands of the segregationists, discrediting the philosophy of nonviolence and postponing the long-awaited desegregation of the South.48

When the riders gathered at the Greyhound and Trailways stations in downtown Washington on the morning of April 9 for the beginning of the Journey, the predominant mood was anxious but upbeat. As the riders boarded the buses, they were accompanied by Ollie Stewart of the Baltimore Afro-American and Lem Graves of the Pittsburgh Courier, two black journalists who had agreed to cover the first week of the Journey. Joking with the reporters, Rustin, as always, set a jovial tone that helped to relieve the worst tensions of the moment. But there was also a general air of confidence that belied the dangers ahead. Sitting on the bus prior to departure, Peck thought to himself that “it would not be too long until Greyhound and Trailways would ‘give up segrega-
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tion practices’ in the South.” Years later, following the struggles surrounding the Freedom Rides of 1961, he would look back on this early and unwarranted optimism with a rueful eye. But during the first stage of the Journey, his hopeful expectations seemed justified.49

The ride from Washington to Richmond was uneventful for both groups of riders, and no one challenged their legal right to sit anywhere they pleased. For a few minutes, Rustin even sat in the seat directly behind the Greyhound driver. Most gratifying was the decision by several regular passengers to sit outside the section designated for their race. Everyone, including the drivers, seemed to take desegregated transit in stride, confirming a CORE report that claimed the Jim Crow line had broken down in northern Virginia in recent months. “Today any trouble is unlikely until you get south of Richmond,” the report concluded, “So many persons have insisted upon their rights and fought their cases successfully, that today courts in the northern Virginia area are not handing down guilty verdicts in which Jim Crow state laws are violated by interstate passengers.”

At the end of the first day of the Journey, the CORE riders celebrated their initial success at a mass meeting held at the Leigh Avenue Baptist Church, and prior to their departure for Petersburg the following morning Wally Nelson delivered a moving speech on nonviolence during a chapel service at all-black Virginia Union College. At the church the enthusiasm for desegregation among local blacks was palpable, suggesting that at least some Southern blacks were more militant than the riders had been led to believe. But the mood was decidedly different among the predominantly middle-class students at Virginia Union, who exhibited an attitude of detachment and denial. During a question and answer session, it became clear that many of the students were “unwilling to admit that they had suffered discrimination in transportation.” As Conrad Lynn, who joined the Journey
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in Richmond, observed, the students simply “pretended that racial oppression did not exist for them.”

The prospects for white compliance and black militance were less promising on the second leg of the Journey. But even in southern Virginia, where most judges and law enforcement officials had yet to acknowledge the Morgan decision, the riders encountered little resistance. During the short stint from Richmond to Petersburg, there were no incidents other than a warning from a black passenger who remarked that black protesters like Nelson and Lynn might get away with sitting in the front of the bus in Virginia but farther South things would get tougher. “Some bus drivers are crazy,” he insisted, “and the farther South you go, the crazier they get.” As if to prove the point, a segregationist Greyhound driver had a run-in with Rustin the following morning. Ten miles south of Petersburg, the driver ordered the black activist, who was seated next to Peck, to the back of the bus. After Rustin politely but firmly refused to move, the driver vowed to take care of the situation once the bus reached North Carolina. At Oxford, the driver called the local police, but after several minutes of interrogation the officer in charge declined to make an arrest. During the wait most of the black passengers seemed sympathetic to Rustin’s actions, but a black schoolteacher boarding the bus at Oxford scolded him for needlessly causing a forty-five minute delay. “Please move. Don’t do this,” he pleaded, “You’ll reach your destination either in front or in back. What difference does it make?” This would not be the last time that the CORE riders would hear this kind of accommodationist rhetoric.

While Rustin was dealing with the Greyhound driver’s outrage, a more serious incident occurred on the Trailways bus. Before the bus left the Petersburg station, the driver informed Lynn that he could not remain in the front section reserved for whites. Lynn did his best to explain the implications of Morgan, but the driver—unaccustomed to dealing with black lawyers—“countered
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that he was in the employ of the bus company, not the Supreme Court, and that he followed company rules about segregation.” The unflappable New Yorker’s refusal to move led to his arrest on a charge of disorderly conduct, but only after the local magistrate talked with the bus company’s attorney in Richmond. During a two-hour delay, several of the CORE riders conducted a spirited but largely futile campaign to drum up support among the regular passengers. A white Navy man in uniform grumbled that Lynn’s behavior merited a response from the Ku Klux Klan, and an incredulous black porter (who reminded Houser of a fawning “Uncle Tom” character in Richard Wright’s *Black Boy*) challenged Lynn’s sanity. “What’s the matter with him? He’s crazy. Where does he think he is?” the porter demanded, adding “We know how to deal with him. We ought to drag him off.”

As a menacing crowd gathered around the bus, Lynn feared that he might be beaten up or even killed, especially after the porter screamed: “Let’s take the nigger off! We don’t want him down here!” But, in the end, he managed to escape the vigilantism of both races. Released on a $25 bail bond, he soon rejoined his comrades in Raleigh, where a large crowd of black students from St. Augustine’s College gathered to hear Nelson and Roodenko hold forth on the promise of nonviolent struggle. Thanks to Lynn’s composure, a relieved Nelson told the crowd, the Journey had experienced its first arrest without disrupting the spirit of nonviolence.52

New challenges awaited the riders in Durham, where three members of the Trailways group—Rustin, Peck, and Johnson—were arrested on the morning of April 12. While Rustin and Johnson were being hauled off for ignoring the station superintendent’s order to move to the black section of the bus, Peck informed the police: “If you arrest them, you’ll have to arrest me, too, for I’m going to sit in the rear.” The arresting officers promptly obliged him and carted all three men off to jail. When Joe Felmet and local NAACP attorney C. Jerry Gates showed up at the jail a half hour later to secure their release, the charges were dropped.

But a conversation with the Trailways superintendent revealed that there was more trouble ahead. “We know all about this,” the superintendent declared. “Greyhound is letting them ride. But we are not.”

Even more disturbing was the effort by a number of local black leaders to pressure Gates and the Durham NAACP to shun the riders as unwelcome outside agitators. A rally in support of the Journey drew an unexpectedly large crowd, and the local branch of the NAACP refused to abandon the riders. But the rift within Durham’s black community reminded the riders that white segregationists were not the only obstruction to the movement for racial equality.53

The next stop was Chapel Hill, the home of the University of North Carolina. Here, for the first time, the CORE riders would depend on the hospitality of white Southerners. Their host was the Reverend Charles M. Jones, the courageous pastor of a Presbyterian congregation that included University president Frank Porter Graham—a member of President Truman’s Committee on Civil Rights—and several other outspoken liberals. A native Tennessean, Jones was a member of the Fellowship of Southern Churchmen, a former member of FOR’s national council, and a leading figure among Chapel Hill’s white civil rights advocates. Despite the efforts of Jones, Fellowship of Southern Churchmen activist Nelle Morton, and others, life in this small college town remained segregated; but there were signs that the local color line was beginning to fade. Earlier in the year, the black singer Dorothy Maynor had performed before a racially integrated audience on campus, and Jones’s church had hosted an interracial union meeting sponsored by the Congress of Industrial Organizations (CIO). These and other breaches of segregationist orthodoxy signaled a rising tolerance in the University community, but they also stoked the fires of reaction among local defenders of Jim Crow. By the time the CORE riders arrived, the town’s most militant segregationists were primed and ready for a confrontation that would serve warning that Chapel Hill, despite the influence

of the University and its liberal president, was still white man’s country.54

The riders’ first few hours in Chapel Hill seemed to confirm the town’s reputation as an outpost of racial moderation. Jones and several church elders welcomed them at the station, and a Saturday night meeting with students and faculty at the University went off without a hitch.

On Sunday morning most of the riders, including several blacks, attended services at Jones’s church and later met with a delegation representing the Fellowship of Southern Churchmen. At this point, there was no hint of trouble and the interracial nature of the gatherings, as Houser later recalled, seemed natural “in the liberal setting of this college town.” As the riders boarded a Trailways bus for the next leg of the journey, they could only hope that things would continue to go as smoothly in Greensboro, where a Sunday night mass meeting was scheduled. Since there was no Greyhound run from Chapel Hill to Greensboro, the riders divided into two groups and purchased two blocs of tickets on Trailways buses scheduled to leave three hours apart.55

Five of the riders—Johnson, Felmet, Peck, Rustin, and Roodenko—boarded the first bus just after lunch. But they never made it out of the station. As soon as Felmet and Johnson sat down in adjoining seats near the front of the bus, the driver, Ned Leonard, ordered Johnson to the “colored” section in the rear. The two riders explained that they “were traveling together to meet speaking engagements in Greensboro and other points south” and

“that they were inter-state passengers . . . ‘covered’ by the Irene Morgan decision.” Unmoved, Leonard walked to the nearby police station to arrange for their arrest. While he was gone, Rustin and Roodenko engaged several of the passengers in conversation, creating an “open forum” which revealed that many of the passengers supported Felmet and Johnson’s protest. When Leonard later passed out waiver cards that the bus company used to absolve itself from liability, one woman balked, declaring “You don’t want me to sign one of those. I am a damn Yankee, and I think this is an outrage.” Shaking her hand, Roodenko exclaimed: “Well, there are two damn Yankees on the bus!” By this time, Felmet and Johnson had been carted off to the police station, and Peck had followed them to the station to arrange bail. But Leonard soon discovered that he had two more protesters to deal with. Encouraged by the sympathetic reaction among the regular passengers, Rustin and Roodenko moved to the seat vacated by the arrested riders, which prompted a second round of arrests. Having already paid fifty dollars each for Felmet and Johnson’s release, Peck called Houser, who was still at Jones’s parsonage, to bring down another hundred dollars to get Rustin and Roodenko out of jail.56

While the four men waited for Houser and Jones to arrive with the bail money, Peck shuttled back and forth from the police station to the bus, checking on his colleagues’ bags and trying to keep tabs on the situation at the bus station. By this point, the bus had been delayed almost two hours, and it was obvious to everyone at the scene that a group of “outside agitators” had provoked an incident. One bystander, a white cab driver, vowed, “They’ll never get a bus out of here tonight,” and a few minutes later Peck found himself surrounded by five angry cab drivers as he crossed the street. Snarling “Coming down here to stir up the niggers,” one of the drivers punched Peck in the side of the head. When Peck refused to retaliate and simply asked, “What’s the matter?”, the man gave him “a perplexed look and started to walk away awkwardly.” Moments later, two men—an unidentified local white minister and Eugene Stanley, the black rider who taught at

North Carolina A&T—urged the driver to leave Peck alone, but were told to mind their own business. Thinking that both men were part of the CORE group, the cab drivers rushed toward them menacingly. But after learning that both were North Carolinians, they let them go. Returning to the police station, Peck warned Jones and Houser, who had finally arrived with the bail money, that trouble was brewing.\(^{57}\)

After surveying the situation, Jones concluded that the riders would have to travel to Greensboro by car. Once bond had been posted for the arrested riders, the group piled into Jones's car and headed to the parsonage for a brief stop before leaving town. Unfortunately, two cabs filled with irate whites sped after them. As Peck recalled the harrowing scene, “we succeeded in getting to Reverend Jones’s home before them. When we got inside and looked out the window, we saw two of the drivers getting out with big sticks. Others started to pick up rocks by the roadside. Then, two of the drivers, apparently scared, motioned to the others to stop. They drove away. But a few minutes later Reverend Jones, who since the CIO meeting in his church had been marked as a ‘nigger lover,’ received an anonymous phone call. ‘Get the niggers out of town by midnight or we’ll burn down your house,’ threatened a quivering voice.” Determined to get the riders out of Chapel Hill before nightfall, Jones rounded up three university students willing to drive the group to Greensboro and also called the police, who reluctantly agreed to provide an escort to the county line.\(^{58}\)

As soon as the riders left, Jones took his wife and two children to a friend’s house for protection, a precaution that seemed warranted by subsequent events. When Jones returned home Sunday evening accompanied by a friend, Hilton Seals, he found a crowd of angry white protesters in his front yard. The two men tried to ignore the crowd’s taunts, but as they walked to the door

---
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Seals was struck with a rock. On Monday morning, Jones received a second anonymous call threatening him with death. Later in the day several cab drivers milling around the bus station attacked Martin Walker, a disabled white war veteran and university student, after he was seen “talking to a Negro woman.” A second university student, Ray Sylvester, “was knocked unconscious by a cab driver for ‘being too liberal.’” During the next few days, Jones received additional death threats by mail, and several anonymous calls threatened his church, prompting an emergency meeting of the congregation. When they learned of the threats, several university students volunteered to guard Jones’s home and church. But this gesture proved unnecessary, thanks in part to President Frank Graham’s forceful consultation with the local police. By the end of the week the wave of intimidation had subsided, even though the controversy surrounding the bus station incident continued to simmer.59

Speaking to an overflow crowd at the University’s Memorial Hall four days after the arrests, Jones defended the Journey of Reconciliation as the work of true Christians who had made “a thorough and exhaustive study of law as related to transportation in order that Christians and others might understand the law and practice it.” But several students in the audience criticized the Journey’s provocative tactics. “When you consider the general attitudes and practices in the South,” one student insisted, “it is stupid to raise a point which can bring only friction, a crusade of going about and raising such questions cannot be merely trying to bring about reconciliation. It has as its end the creation of dissensions not here before. I cannot but damn all connected with bringing a group here merely to stir up dissension.” Unmoved, Jones, along with a few others local dissenters, continued to speak out on behalf of CORE and the struggle for racial justice.

For most of the Chapel Hill community, the restoration of an uneasy truce between “university liberals” and the local segregationist majority represented an acceptable resolution of the crisis. But for some the unsettling influence of the CORE riders persisted. In late April, after Rustin returned to Chapel Hill to de-

liver two lectures on nonviolence, one in the basement of a Methodist church and a second in a university lecture hall, one local liberal, William McGirt, wrote a letter to the Daily Tarheel praising Rustin as a “prophet” who had turned “a non-violent example of resistance” into “a dramatic symbol upon which racial minorities can seize to find their freedoms courageously but without debasing their spirits with anger.” “These Fellows of Reconciliation, many of whom have been in prison for their convictions,” McGirt added, “. . . are the genuine creators of a new age.”

In the wake of the Chapel Hill incident, the CORE riders were somewhat apprehensive about the remaining ten days of the Journey. But whatever doubts they may have had about the wisdom of continuing the trip disappeared during a rousing mass meeting in Greensboro on Sunday evening. At the Shiloh Baptist Church—the same church that would welcome the Freedom Riders fourteen years later—the congregation’s emotional embrace reminded them of why they had come south seeking justice. “The church was crowded to capacity and an atmosphere of excitement
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prevailed,” Peck recalled in 1962. “Word had spread about what had happened to us and why we were late. . . . After the usual invocation, hymn-singing, scripture-reading, and prayer, Rustin, who is a particularly talented speaker, told our story. He interrupted it only to get one or another of us to rise and tell about a specific incident or experience. Then he continued. When he finished, the people in the crowded church came forward to shake hands and congratulate us. A number of women had tears in their eyes. A few shook my hand more than once.”  

The mass meeting in Greensboro was the emotional high point of the Journey, and for most of the riders the last ten days on the road represented little more than a long anticlimax. There were, however, a few tense moments—and a few surprises—as the riders wound their way through the mountains of western North Carolina, Tennessee, Kentucky, and Virginia. No two bus drivers—and no two groups of passengers—were quite the same. On the Greensboro to Winston-Salem leg, a white passenger from South Carolina expressed his disgust that no one had removed Lynn from a front seat. “In my state,” he declared, “he would either move or be killed.”  

The following day, during a Greyhound run from Winston-Salem to Statesville, Nelson occupied a front seat without incident. But after the riders transferred to a Trailways bus in Statesville, the driver ordered him to the rear. After Nelson explained that he was an interstate passenger protected by the Morgan decision, the driver relented. But this did not satisfy several white passengers, including a soldier who demanded to know why Nelson had not been moved or arrested. “If you want to do something about this,” the driver responded, “don’t blame this man [Nelson]; kill those bastards up in Washington.” Following several stops north of Asheville, the white section of the bus became so crowded that two white women had to stand in the aisle. When they asked why Nelson had not been forced to give up his seat, the driver cited the Morgan decision. Although the women later moved to the Jim Crow section in the back, the atmosphere on the bus remained tense. “It was a relief to reach Asheville,” Houser recalled many years later.  
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Asheville was the home town of Joe Felmet, the young Southern Workers Defense League activist who had been arrested in Chapel Hill, and several of the riders spent the night at his parents’ house. This did not please at least one neighbor who shouted, “How’re your nigger friends this morning?”, as Felmet and the other riders left for the station. After the riders boarded a Trailways bus headed for Knoxville, Tennessee, a white woman complained to the driver that Dennis Banks, a black musician from Chicago who had just joined the Journey, was sitting in the whites-only section. When Banks, who was sitting next to Peck, politely refused to comply with the driver’s order to move, the police were summoned. Twenty minutes of haggling over the law ensued before Banks was finally arrested. The police also arrested Peck, but only after he moved to the Jim Crow section insisting that he be treated the same as his black traveling companion.

Brought before Judge Sam Cathey, a blind and notoriously hard-edged Asheville politician, the two defendants created a sensation by hiring Curtiss Todd to represent them in court. Neither Cathey nor the local prosecutor had ever heard of Morgan, and they had to borrow Todd’s copy of the decision during the trial. An NAACP-affiliated attorney from Winston-Salem, Todd was the first black lawyer ever to practice in an Asheville courtroom. Despite this breach of local racial etiquette, Judge Cathey—who reminded the defendants that “We pride ourselves on our race relations here”—made sure that other shibboleths of Jim Crow justice remained in force. “In the courtroom where we were tried,” Peck later declared, “I saw the most fantastic extreme of segregation in my experience—Jim Crow bibles. Along the edges of one Bible had been printed in large letters the words ‘white.’ Along the page edges of the other Bible was the word ‘colored.’ When a white person swore in he simply raised his right hand while the clerk held the Bible. When a Negro swore in, he had to raise his right hand while holding the colored Bible in his left hand. The white clerk could not touch the colored Bible.”

---
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The Jim Crow ethos did not prevent the white and black defendants from receiving the same sentence—thirty days on the road gang, the maximum under North Carolina law. But, during a long night in the white section of the city jail, Peck discovered that many of his fellow inmates bore a special animus towards white agitators from the North. “Defending the niggers?” one oversized man bellowed, moving toward the rail-thin activist with his fists clenched. “They should have given you thirty years.” Bracing himself for a blow, Peck blurted out: “I was just traveling with my friend and I happen to believe that men are equal.” After an awkward silence, another inmate, playing the role of peacemaker, interjected: “Well, it’s too bad that all men can’t get along together, but they can’t.” With this puzzling statement the mood shifted, and the inmates decided to leave Peck alone. Banks had less trouble among the black inmates, some of whom regarded him as a hero. But both riders were relieved when Todd arrived with the required $800 bail bond a few hours later.64

While Peck and Banks were detained in Asheville, the rest of the riders went on to Knoxville, where they welcomed three new riders—Homer Jack, Nathan Wright, and Bill Worthy. A seasoned veteran of Chicago direct action campaigns, Jack could hardly wait to join the Journey. But he found the “taut morale” of his CORE colleagues a bit unnerving. “The whites were beginning to know the terror that many Negroes have to live with all the days of their lives,” he noted. “All members of the party were dead-tired, not only from the constant tenseness, but also from participating in many meetings and conferences at every stop.”65

Jack himself soon experienced the emotional highs and lows of direct action in the South. After a full day of interracial meetings in Knoxville, he and Wright tested compliance on the night Greyhound run to Nashville. With Houser serving as the designated observer, they sat in adjoining seats four rows behind the driver. “Slowly heads began to turn around and within five minutes the driver asked Wright to go to the back of the bus,” Jack
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recalled. “Wright answered, ‘I prefer to sit here.’ I said I and Wright were friends, that we were riding together, that we could legally do so because of the Morgan decision. The bus driver then pleaded, ‘Wouldn’t you like to move?’ We said we would like to stay where we were. The driver left the bus, apparently to talk to bus officials and police. After much ogling by passengers and bus employees . . . the driver finally reappeared and started the bus, without any more words to us.” So far so good, Jack thought to himself, but as the bus left the outskirts of Knoxville he started to worry “that the hard part of the Journey was still ahead.” Unaccustomed to the isolation of the rural South, he began to conjure up images of impending doom. “Ours was the first night test of the entire Journey,” he later noted. “The southern night, to Northerners at least, is full of vigilante justice and the lynch rope from pine trees if not palms. We wondered whether . . . the bus company—or one of its more militant employees—would telephone ahead for a road block and vigilantes to greet us in one of the Tennessee mountain towns. Neither of us slept a moment that night. We just watched the road.” When nothing of this sort actually happened, Jack felt more than a little foolish, concluding that the South, or at least Tennessee, was less benighted than he had been led to believe. “The reaction of the passengers on the trip was not one of evident anger,” he observed, “and certainly not of violence. It was first surprise, then astonishment, and even tittering. On that bus, anyway, there was only apathy, certainly no eager leadership in preserving the ways of the Old South.”

In Nashville, Jack and Wright—having arrived “early in the morning, exhausted, relieved, and with a bit of the exhilaration of the adventurer”—regaled several college classes with tales of nonviolent struggle. But at the end of the day, just before midnight, they resumed their journey of discovery, boarding a train for Louisville. This was “the first train test” attempted by the CORE riders, and no one knew quite what to expect. When a conductor spied Jack and Wright sitting in adjoining reserved seats in a whites-only coach, he collected their tickets without comment. But he soon returned, whispering to Jack: “He’s your prisoner, isn’t he?” After Jack responded “no,” the incredulous conductor ordered Wright to “go back to the Jim Crow coach.” Wright refused, citing Morgan, which prompted the conductor to mutter “that he never had had to face this situation before and that if we
[Jack and Wright] were riding back in Alabama he wouldn’t have to face it: the passengers would throw us both out the window.” Despite this bluster, the conductor did not follow through with his threat to have them arrested when the train stopped in Bowling Green, and Wright remained in the white coach all the way to Louisville.66

A second team of riders traveled from Knoxville to Louisville by Greyhound, and they too escaped arrest. Worthy and Roodenko shared a seat in the front of the bus, and no one commented on the arrangement until they reached the small town of Corbin, a hundred miles north of Knoxville. When the young black journalist refused to move to the back, the driver called the police and “hinted that there would be violence from the crowd if Worthy did not move.” However, the driver and the local police relented after one of the white passengers, a woman from Tennessee, defended Worthy’s legal right to sit wherever he pleased. Once again there was hard evidence that at least some white Southerners were willing to accept desegregated transit.67

Several of the riders, including Jack and Wright, left the Journey in Louisville on April 19. But approximately half of the riders participated in the final four days of testing, as three small groups of riders converged on Washington. Although most of these concluding bus and train trips were uneventful, there were two arrests in western Virginia, Nelson in Amherst and Banks in Culpepper. In both cases, the drivers and law enforcement officers involved displayed confusion about the law and some reluctance to follow through with actual arrests, suggesting that Virginia officials were still trying to sort out the implications of Morgan. And, despite the arrests, the behavior of several bystanders indicated that race relations in Virginia were changing. In Culpepper, one courageous black woman who sold bus tickets at a local concession stand, boarded the bus and offered to help Banks in any

way she could; and two local whites spoke out on Banks’s behalf. “If I had been you I would have fought them before letting them take me off the bus,” one of them told Banks, as the young musician calmly went off to jail.68

For the riders, the return to Washington on April 23 brought a sense of relief—and a measure of pride in their perseverance. But, to their disappointment, there was no public event to mark the conclusion of a remarkable collective experience. “At the end of our Journey,” Peck recalled in 1962, “there were no reporters flocking around us to ask whether it had been worth it or whether we would do it again—as they did after the Freedom Ride fourteen years later. If there had been, most of would have answered yes.” The Journey’s official balance sheet, as reported by CORE, listed 26 tests of compliance, 12 arrests, and only one act of violent resistance. But the project’s accomplishments drew little attention from the mainstream press in the spring of 1947. Even among white reporters interested in racial matters, the Journey could not compete with the unfolding drama of Jackie Robinson’s first few weeks in a Brooklyn Dodgers uniform.69

In the black press, the Journey fared much better, of course, especially in the columns of the two black reporters who accompanied the riders during the first week of the trip. Ollie Stewart of the Baltimore Afro-American, who witnessed the confrontation in Chapel Hill and the mass meeting in Greensboro, hailed the Journey as a watershed event. “For my part, I am glad to have had even a small part in the project—even that of an observer,” he wrote in late April. “History was definitely made. White and colored persons, when the whole thing was explained to them as


they sat in their seats on several occasions, will never forget what they heard (or saw). The white couple who went to the very back seat and sat between colored passengers, the white marine who slept while a colored woman sat beside him, the white Southern girl who, when her mother wouldn’t take a seat in the rear, exclaimed ‘I do not care, I’m tired’—all these people now have an awareness of the problem. The Journey of Reconciliation, with whites and colored traveling and sleeping and eating together, to my way of thinking, made the solution of segregation seem far more simple than it ever had before. I heard one man refer to the group as pioneers. I think he had something there. They wrote a new page in the history of America.”

In the weeks and months following the Journey, several riders published reports on their recent experiences in the South. Rustin and Houser—in CORE’s official report, We Challenged Jim Crow—offered both a day-by-day narrative and general commentary on what the Journey had revealed. “The one word which most universally describes the attitude of police, of passengers, and of the Negro and white bus riders is ‘confusion’,” they concluded. “Persons taking part in the psychological struggle in the buses and trains either did not know of the Morgan decision or, if they did, possessed no clear understanding of it.” And yet there were clear indications that the confusion could be alleviated. “Much was gained when someone in our group took the lead in discussion with bus drivers or train conductors and when police appeared,” they reported, adding: “As the trip progressed it became evident that the police and the bus drivers were learning about Irene Morgan decision as word of the ‘test cases’ was passed from city to city and from driver to driver.” To Rustin and Houser, the Journey demonstrated “the need for incidents as ‘teaching techniques.’” “It is our belief that without direct action on the part of groups and individuals, the Jim Crow pattern in the South cannot be broken,” they insisted, “We are equally certain that such action must be nonviolent.” Homer Jack, writing in the Unitarian magazine Common Ground, offered a similar assessment. “What, finally, did the Journey of Reconciliation accomplish?” he asked rhetorically, answering: “It showed progressive Americans that the Morgan decision must be imple-
mented by constant ‘testing’—in the spirit of goodwill—and by subsequent law enforcement. The Journey helped implement the decision at least by spreading knowledge of it to bus drivers and some law-enforcement officers (both policemen and judges) in the upper South. The Journey also showed whites and Negroes living in that area that the Morgan decision could be enforced without disastrous results, if the proper psychological and legal techniques were used. The Journey gave these techniques—and accompanying inspiration—to thousands of whites and Negroes in the South.”71

As they wrote these and other reflections, Rustin, Houser, and Jack were well aware of the unfinished business in the courts. Six separate incidents during the Journey had produced twelve arrests, the legal and financial consequences of which were still looming in late April 1947. Fortunately, local officials had already dropped the charges against the three men arrested in Durham, and in May the district attorney in Asheville did the same when Curtiss Todd appealed the convictions of Peck and Banks. The three Virginia arrests were under review by the state supreme court, which would eventually rule in favor of the riders. Thus, CORE’s major concern was the fate of the four men arrested in Chapel Hill.72

On May 20, two of the four defendants—Rustin and Roodenko—went on trial in the Chapel Hill Recorder’s Court. Judge Henry Whitfield, a hard-line segregationist, made no effort to hide his contempt for the defendants’ three NAACP attorneys—C. Jerry Gates, Herman Taylor, and Edward Avant. After the local prosecuting attorney, T. J. Phipps, delivered “a lengthy argument to show that the Negroes really want jimcrow,” the judge approvingly issued a guilty verdict, assessing Rustin court costs and sentencing Roodenko to thirty days on a road gang. Explaining the differential treatment, he termed Rustin “a poor mis-

led nigra from the North” who bore less responsibility than white agitators who should know better, and later added a dash of anti-Semitism to his admonition. “I presume you’re Jewish, Mr. Roodenky,” drawled the judge. “Well, it’s about time you Jews from New York learned that you can’t come down here bringing your nigras with you to upset the customs of the South.” NAACP attorneys immediately filed an appeal with the Superior Court in nearby Hillsboro, but a month later Felmet and Johnson received even harsher sentences from Judge Whitfield. Johnson was fined $50 and court costs, while Felmet, as a native Southerner and latter-day scalawag, was sentenced to six months on the road gang, six times the maximum allowed by law. When the prosecutor pointed out the error, Whitfield reluctantly reduced Felmet’s sentence to thirty days, remarking: “I can’t keep all these things in my little head.”

In March 1948, after summarily rejecting the defendants’ claimed status as interstate passengers, Superior Court Judge Chester Morris ruled that all four deserved uniform thirty-day sentences. NAACP attorneys quickly filed an appeal with the North Carolina Supreme Court, but ten months later, in January 1949, the state’s highest court, as expected, upheld the convictions and ordered the four men to return to North Carolina to serve their sentences. Rustin and Houser welcomed this ruling as the basis for an appeal to the United States Supreme Court—an appeal that would clarify and extend the nearly three-year-old Morgan decision. But it soon became all too apparent that NAACP leaders had no interest in filing any further appeals. Financially strapped and preoccupied with school desegregation cases and other legal challenges to Jim Crow—including the high-profile case of Norvell Lee, a former Olympic boxer who had tried to desegregate a whites-only railway coach in northern Virginia—the NAACP national office informed CORE and FOR leaders that it could neither fund nor participate in an appeal of the North Carolina Supreme Court’s decision. The NAACP claimed that a
further appeal was useless because defense attorneys could no longer prove that the defendants were interstate travelers. “The black lawyer who had the ticket stubs, proving that you were interstate passengers, now claims he has lost the stubs,” Roy Wilkins, the NAACP’s assistant executive secretary, confessed to Rustin, “although we believe he was paid to destroy them.” Rustin and others suspected that the NAACP’s recalcitrance involved much more than lost ticket stubs, but there was nothing they could do to remedy the situation.74

NAACP attorneys had never been easy to work with, and earlier disagreements over funding and strategy had prompted FOR to form an internal committee to oversee the Chapel Hill case. Some members of the committee had actually welcomed the NAACP’s disengagement, preferring to keep the struggle outside the courts. Thus, they were relieved when the defendants’ options were reduced to three choices: seeking a gubernatorial pardon, fighting extradition, or surrendering voluntarily to North Carolina authorities. After it became clear that a pardon was highly unlikely, the committee decided that the best means of demonstrating CORE’s commitment to nonviolence was to accept the sentences. Although Andrew Johnson, who was then finishing his senior year at the University of Cincinnati, declined to return to North Carolina, confessing that he was “both mentally and physically unprepared to serve thirty days on the road gang,” the other three defendants embraced the committee’s decision. Having just returned from a three-month tour of Europe and India, where he lectured on nonviolence and American race relations and met with Gandhi’s son Devadas, Rustin predicted that his impending

imprisonment would help to expose the hypocrisy of America’s
democratic pretensions. “Our conviction, unfortunately, is one
more demonstration to the colored majority of the world of the
failure of American democracy,” he declared upon arriving in New
York. “America cannot maintain its leadership in the struggle for
world democracy as long as the conditions exist which caused our
arrest and conviction. We don’t fool anybody. People abroad know
and are losing faith.”

On March 21, 1949, Rustin, Felmet, and Roodenko surren-
dered to authorities at the Orange County Courthouse in Hills-
boro, North Carolina. Assigned to the state prison camp at Rox-
boro, they braced themselves for thirty days of harsh punishment
and humiliation. The actual sentence turned out to be only
twenty-two days, thanks to an early release for good behavior,
and all three men survived the ordeal. But their experiences with
inhumane conditions and brutal guards at Roxboro, especially
Rustin’s, soon became the stuff of legend among movement activ-
ists. Following his release in mid-April, Rustin wrote “Twenty-
Two Days on a Chain Gang,” a searing memoir of his incarcera-
tion that was later serialized in the New York Post and the Balti-
more Afro-American. Laced with dark humor—including an ac-
count of Rustin’s dealings with a prison guard who kept reminding
him “You ain’t in Yankeeland now. We don’t like no Yankee
ways”—the piece shocked many readers and eventually led to a
legislative investigation of conditions in North Carolina’s prison
camps.
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This unexpected benefit pleased Rustin and his CORE colleagues, but as the decade drew to a close it was all too obvious that the Journey of Reconciliation’s primary objective remained unfulfilled. While the first freedom ride had demonstrated the viability of nonviolent direct action in the upper South, it had not precipitated wholesale desegregation or even protest on a mass scale. With few exceptions, company rules and social inertia still kept the races apart on interstate buses and trains; and no one, other than a few die-hard optimists, expected the situation to change anytime soon. As it had done so many times in the past, the shape-shifting monster known as Jim Crow had adapted to changing legal and political realities without sacrificing the cold heart of racial discrimination. Irene Morgan and the CORE activists who followed her lead would have to wait a bit longer for the day of jubilee.77
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